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• Three 17th century silver Trefid spoons, circa 1670-1695. 
(See article ‘Who Were The Spoon Owners?’ by Tim Kent, page 4) 
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Ellis Collection, Lot 34 -  A Personal Note 

 
By Simon Moore. 

 
 
I am sure that many members will, at some time, have owned one or more Ellis spoons.  My own 
experience occurred when I purchased a gilt Apostle spoon from a reputable dealer in Kensington 
Antique Market on the 10th January 1972.  He blithely informed me that this one was of the ‘Ellis 
spoons’, which meant nothing to me at the time, as I was still a comparative novice.  I paid £65 for 
what had once been lot 34 and checked in a friend’s catalogue that it was ‘A silver-gilt Apostle, 
possibly St Jude, circa 1600, marked with the cross pattée in the bowl and thrice on the stem’. I 
quickly noticed that the cross in question had, in fact, only been stamped twice but had been 
ascribed to Carlisle circa 1630, and that there was a fine St Esprit cast into the Apostle’s nimbus. 
 
This was my first venture into Antique spoons, rather exciting, even if the Apostle’s emblem was 
missing.  I was also curious to find out what the spoon had made during the rather curious sale of 
1935 and called Sotheby’s to see if they had any record.  I was informed that Mrs How had bought 
the entire collection and that I should contact her for such details.  Although I had heard of G.E.P. 
and J.P. How before and had looked through the hallowed tomes, I had never spoken to Mrs How at 
all.  The call was short and not very sweet: “Why do you wish to know?” she demanded, “Because I 
now own the spoon and was just curious” I replied, “Oh, it made nine pounds which was far too 
much!” she replied and hung up before I could thank her.  At the time my confidant and mentor was 
John Luddington who found the episode most amusing, “You mean she actually TOLD you?” he 
asked incredulously and then told me how Mrs How treated most people outside her circle with a 
natural contempt.  Unwittingly, I had my revenge a few years later when I was apparently bidding 
against her for a miniature rat-tailed trefid spoon in the Biggs sale (20th September 1978).  Many of 
the other dealers were most amused as this young stranger ran up the price to £150 (my limit was 
£140) and one of them bought me a drink after the sale on the strength of it.  “You would never 
have had it” he said consolingly “But she was furious at you!” 
 
I am most grateful that David Constable’s article on this curious sale was reprinted in The Finial 
and that How purchased the lion’s share but not the entire collection!  If Mr Constable, or anyone 
else, now has a record of the prices achieved I would be most interested to know. 
 

 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Who Were The Spoon Owners? 

 
By Tim Kent F.S.A. 

 
 
Royal inventories, such as that of King Henry VIII, show very substantial holdings of spoons, and a 
noble household would have been fully equipped. Likewise a rich merchant, in London or in one of 
the main provincial cities, would have possessed many spoons for domestic use. Thus Thomas Dare 
merchant of Taunton, who died in 1580, bequeathed a multiplicity of spoons to his widow and 
children, three dozen or more including some ‘after the turned fashion in the endes’ and others ‘of 
the mayden head’. Likewise William Hurst (d. 1585) who was probably Exeter’s richest merchant 
included numerous spoons among his 725 ounces of silver and silver gilt plate. The richest man in 
Devon may well have been Denys Rolle of Bicton, whose great family fortune originated with a 
successful lawyer, and the inventory of 1640, totalling a massive 9,068 ounces, included ‘four 
dozen of spoones whereof 10 spoones with hedds and three dozen and two plaine waie’. Probably 
all these were of London origin. 
 

 
‘Spoones with heddes’ from Exeter and Salisbury, period 1615-1635, 

with yeomen or their equivalent might have owned. 
 
However the typical spoon buyer was not a substantial landowner or rich merchant: he was a 
yeoman in fairly prosperous circumstances, the type of man who served his community as a church 
warden and sat on juries. Sir Thomas Overbury wrote in 1614, ‘with his own eye he doth both fallen 
his flock and set forward all manner of husbandary…. He is Lord paramount within himself’. 
Around 1630 Thomas Gerard commented that the Yeomen of Martock in Somerset were ‘seated in 
the fattest place of the earth of this country, which makes the inhabitants so fat in their purses, 
knowing they have money in their purses to make them gentlemen when they are fit for that degree’. 
Perhaps Gerard saw James Shirley’s contemporary play ‘The Constant Maid’ where one character 
named Startup exclaims “I am a gentleman, my father was a yeoman my grandfather was a 
nobleman’s footman”. In the middle of the 16th century Sir Tomas Smith had concluded that 
yeoman ‘commonly live wealthily, keep good houses, and do their business and travail to acquire 
riches’. Sons would be given prestigious apprenticeships, and in the Goldsmiths’ company’s earliest 
Apprenticeship Book, which begins in 1578, one of the commonest descriptions of paternal 
occupation is ‘yeoman’. 
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Vigorous Lion Segant by Thomas Matthew of Barnstaple, circa 1580, 

which a local worthy would have cherished. 
 
I turn now from the general to those specific cases, which provide us with hard evidence. In 1609, 
out of his impressive inventory totalling £842-6-8, Edmond Cann, yeoman of Okehampton had 
‘three dozen and five silver spoones’, while in 1674 John Bradford, another yeoman, out of his £40 
in plate which included several drinking vessels’ had ‘six silver spoones with gilt heddes’ and 
another four without. A few years ago the Devon and Cornwall Record Society published ‘The 
Uffculme Wills and Inventories, 16th to 18th centuries’, which luckily missed the Exeter blitz of 
1942 as the parish was a peculiar of the diocese of Salisbury and wills had to be proved there. This 
large parish contained many prosperous Yeomen, such as John Mills (d. 1669), whose substantial 
inventory of £1,481-02-02 contained the sum of £12 in respect of ‘one silver salt, two silver boales 
and twelve silver spoones’. This man’s wealth included 160 sheep, and as he also owned 20 books, 
he seems to have been a person of some culture. 
 

 
A mixed west-country group, 1580-1640, by (L to R) George Batter of Salisbury, 

Lawrence of Dorchester, Thomas Thornburgh of Salisbury, Robert Matthew of Barnstaple, and John Smith of Wells. 
 
Thomas Jerman, yeoman of Uffculme (d. 1660), besides his 100 sheep, seven cows, three horses 
and three pigs, had ‘one silver bowle, eleven silver spoons’, in his £997 inventory. Inventories with 
two or more silver spoons are frequent, and even more intriguing are those which disclose one 
spoon only: in such cases I suspect it to have been the tester’s baptismal spoon. In yeoman or 
equivalent families the spoon was a customary present for baptisms or weddings, and the pricked 
initials and dates commonly reflect this: not infrequently, for one reason or another spoons were 
recycled and prickings of later date than the manufacture of the spoon confirm this. 
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Next month the silver collection of the Somerset county museum in Taunton will go on display in 
new and specially constructed display cases. I have written the catalogue, and central to their 
collection are the two groups of seventeenth century spoons found during the 1950’s and 1960’s in 
the thatch of old cob dwellings undergoing demolition. As the latest pricked date is 1643, the 
inference must be that the two groups, both pertaining to local yeomen families, were hidden during 
the civil war and not recovered. A visit to this important collection will be a ‘must’ for spoon 
lovers. 
 

 
Five decorated Trefids of the 1670-1700 period, the type of spoon selling like hot cakes to local yeomen: 

from L to R: mid-Wessex c. 1675 (its pair extreme R), Tiverton c.1685, Francis Glanville of 
Launceston (clearly baptismal), Mary Ash of Launceston (again baptismal with specific date). 

 
Parallel to yeomen were their equivalents in the trading sphere. Wool generated prosperity, and men 
described as ‘clothier’ often had some surplus income to spend. The pocket book of John Hayne, 
clothier of Exeter, covering the years 1631-1643, has survived and many deals with that city’s 
goldsmiths are recorded. In January 1636/7 he paid Jasper Radcliffe ‘for ye Exchange of twelve olde 
spoones with gilt heades for twelve were of his making without heades’ a balance of £1-4-0, and in 
1640 a further sum was paid to the same goldsmith ‘for filing and bringing into fashion six plaine 
silver spoons”. In 1643 Humphrey Bidgood Apothecary of Exeter, owned 126 ounces of plate worth 
£31-10-0, among which were salts, drinking vessels and 6 spoons. An interesting inventory of 1624 
is that of John Dowles, glazier of Bristol, who left more than fifty-three ounces of plate. However 
there were further items ‘in plate which the widow brought with hir when she was married which 
she craveth may be allowed her’ and this included ‘one dozen of spoones wayinge xvii ounces one 
quart at iiii s viii d per ounce’. 
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Widows of the above categories frequently recorded spoon ownership, and a further interesting 
group is that of clergy, who not infrequently present an economic picture similar to that of a 
prosperous yeoman. John Seagar vicar of Uffculme (d. 1593/4), in addition to £10 worth of books, 
suggesting a learned man, had ‘ii dusson and five spoones of silver’ in at £6. In 1630 the Rev. 
William Hearle of Berrynarbor (where my grandparents were married in 1891) had two and a half 
dozen silver spoons, while in 1644 the Rev John Cogan of Chawleigh left ‘a great silver salt, a 
silver bowl, a sugar dish, and eight silver spoons’. The parish of Sidmouth still has its Charles I 
Communion Cup of 1635, furnished by the Rev. Randolph Mainwaring, who bequeathed his silver 
bowl and six spoons for the purpose. 
 
To conclude, a charming present to a grand-daughter from a long serving Devon parson, the Rev. 
Lewis Southcourt, Rector of Rose Ash, near South Molton, from 1675 to 1773 (first of eight 
Southcourt rectors down to 1948), enjoins her ‘Dear Betty, when your grandfather is Gon, mind, in 
ye proverbs, the last verse, but one’. 
 

 
The Rev. Lewis Southcomb to his grand-daughter (somewhat belatedly the spoon by James Strang, Exeter 1726). 

A similar spoon, with Latin inscription, went to a grandson. 
 
I leave my readers to check for reference! 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Perth Silver 
 

By Dr. John Anderson 
 

 
 
Some of the newer members of the Club may care to know of the publication on Perth Silver. It has 
50 pages, first published in 2001, and is illustrated throughout. Copies are available from the Perth 
Museum and Art Gallery, 78 George Street, Perth PH1 5LB. ISBN 0 907495 17 6. I happened to be 
in Perth on business and bought a copy and viewed a number of displays of 17th - 20th century Perth 
Silver in the Museum. 
 

Is there any ‘definitive’ list of such specialist reference books on, say, Scottish Provincial silver? 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Marmaduke Daintry: The First Maker To Introduce 

Floral Decoration to Fancy Back Spoons 
 

By John Sutcliffe 
 
 
There were many spoon makers in the mid to late 18th century who made spoons with floral 
decoration to the backs of bowls. These makers included Hester Bateman, Walter Tweedie, Phillip 
Roker, James & Elizabeth Tookey, Robert Sallam, T & W Chawner, Charles Hougham and many 
others.  
 
For several years I have held the belief that Marmaduke Daintry was the first maker to introduce 
floral decoration to fancy back spoons. 
 

           
       Fig. 1          Fig. 2             Fig. 3 
 
Similarly I believed that the first pattern to incorporate a flower was that which appears to be a 
transitional pattern from a scroll back with the incorporation of a rosette (Figs 1 & 2). This pattern 
appears on tablespoons dated about 1741/2 and shows his mark, Figure 1a. Grimwade records that 
Daintry entered this mark in May 1747 some 5 or 6 years after the date of the tablespoons. 
 

     
        Fig. 1a       Fig. 3a 
 
(Members versed in the vagaries of hallmarking may be able to assist me in confirming that it was 
standard practice for makers to use a maker’s mark that had not yet been entered. Perhaps he 
entered an earlier version of the mark, Figure la, at an earlier date but this record has been ‘lost’). 
 
However, recently I acquired a teaspoon (Fig. 3) bearing the first mark (Fig 3a) that, as Grimwade 
records, Daintry entered in October 1737. As can be seen from the photograph in figure 3 the floral 
decoration was not transitional but a full-blown picture of flowers in a basket. This leads me to 
think that, perhaps this was the first floral back spoon that he produced and that the pictures shown 
in figures 1 & 2 were later additions to his ‘catalogue’. 
 
Figure 4 shows another picture of flowers in a cup or a vase by Daintry. In the early/mid 1980’s I 
was offered a pair of these spoons but at the time of mortgages at 15% I could only afford to 
purchase one. I chose the better picture and did not purchase the spoon with the Daintry maker’s 
mark. But this picture depicts another early floral decoration by Daintry. 
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Tablespoons and dessert spoons bearing the decoration shown in figures 1 and 2 are often 
encountered bearing a full set of hallmarks. Similarly tablespoons and dessert spoons bearing the 
decoration in figure 5 are encountered but the earliest of these of which I have knowledge is dated 
1755 by James Tookey. This latter spoon is probably some 15 years later than the spoon shown in 
Figure 3. 

      
          Fig. 4              Fig. 5 
 
Therefore, from the above-mentioned information I contend that Marmaduke Daintry was the first 
maker to incorporate floral decoration to fancy back spoons. 
 

Acknowledgements 
I would like to thank Michael Golding for the production of the photographs. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Soup Spoons 
 

By David Whitbread 
 

I gather that my tongue-in-cheek reference to soup spoons being discarded as non-U in my piece on 
Tablespoons in the Dec/Jan/Feb’03/04 Finial (this article should have gone in the last issue, but I 
did not have space, please accept my apologies – Ed.) may for some have proved to be more 
confusing than amusing. On re-reading the passage in question I am not surprised. I think I was 
guilty of too much elision. I do not actually think an 1871 flatware service would have included 
soup spoons, which I understand to be an American invention that would probably only have 
become standard issue for English flatware canteens in the early 20th century. 
 
What I had in mind was a passing and not too serious allusion to the way in which flatware was one 
of the many weapons used in defining and defending class boundaries. By the early 20th century an 
unnecessarily wide range of specialised flatware had been developed. A standard and snobbish joke 
was the embarrassment of somebody from a modest background when faced with a complex table 
setting. Which implement did you use for which course, and how did you wield it? Familiarity with 
sophisticated table manners was an important social grace. 
 
However, those of us who were neither affluent nor aristocratic learnt to cope by working through a 
place setting from the outside inwards. We also acquired our own pieces of specialised flatware 
such as fish knives and soup spoons, but just as we thought we had got it, we found we were being 
mocked because the real Upper Crust, with their inherited flatware, tackled fish with two forks and 
soup with a tablespoon. Betjeman’s “Phone for the fish knives, Norman” makes the point nicely. 
 
I have no doubt there were actually some who discarded their fish knives and their soup spoons 
when they realised this. While I do not admire such pretension, I do not think it should be mocked 
so I regret my original comment for that reason as well as because it was too opaque. There are 
countless reasons for liking old silver in general and spoons in particular but I hope we are past the 
era when snobbery might be one of them. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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More On Tablespoons & Soup Spoons 

 
By David Whitbread 

 
 
Alan Kelsey, who members will recognise as a London Spoonmaker of long standing, got in touch 
following my piece on tablespoons in the January Finial. As always, he was able to throw some 
light on the topic on the basis of his experience. He reminds us that the early London spoonmakers 
were working with limited tools – only hammers, files and hand tools. As we know, this leads to 
variations in size between matching spoons. Alan tells me that when he was making spoons by hand 
in this way he would have to knock up the handles of the shorter spoons to the length of the longest 
as the only way to get the same length. What I had not realised is that punching the relatively large 
marks at the bottom of the handle can in addition result in stretching a spoon by 1/8” to 1/4”.   
 
The variations in the length of early and mid 18th century spoons are therefore not surprising and we 
may be reading too much into it if we try to define some cut off point in size between tablespoons 
for serving and those for soup at this period. I suspect that for most people in the 18th century the 
size of tablespoon you bought was more a matter of your purse and your taste than of having a 
specific single use in mind, though I continue to think that the smallest tablespoons were the least 
likely to be used for serving. Of course, the most affluent, who could afford plenty of silver, may 
well have set themselves up with different sizes of tablespoon even then. Some difference between 
middle class and upper class households is to be expected.  
 
More recent spoonmakers have had the use of long dies, which means that the lengths of spoons 
will not vary as much, and Alan was able to clarify matters a bit, as far as 20th century spoons are 
concerned. He let me have a copy of a page from a spoonmaker’s work-book dating from about 
1900. This shows that tablespoons and table forks in fiddle, plain and rattail patterns were being 
made in two sizes. The finished weight of a dozen large tablespoons was 30oz while for the small 
tablespoons it was 28oz. Twelve round-bowled soup spoons also had a finished weight of 28oz, so 
it seems they would have matched the size of the small tablespoons (although they were listed 
alongside the lighter dessertspoons).  
 
Incidentally, we are talking of spoons of some substance and quality here. Only a few of the best of 
my 18th century tablespoons reach weights of 2oz or more each (24oz per dozen). Even after 
allowing for some loss of weight through the use and cleaning of old spoons we can see that both 
sizes of 1900 tablespoon were probably longer (up to 9”, say, for the large spoon) as well as heavier 
than their 18th century equivalents. 
 
Alan was also able to let me know the lengths of tablespoons in his time at C. J. Vanders (1948 – 
1997). For Rattail, Early English and Laceback patterns they were 8 3/8”. These spoons, with a 
rounded front that was known as a ‘cow mouth’, were sometimes ordered in dozens as soup spoons. 
I am rather taken with the terminology - I particularly fancy being able to describe a spoon of 
c.1700 as having a dog nose and a cow mouth – but that is to drift from the topic. 
 

 
Alan’s sketch of a ‘cow mouth’ bowl 
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For the later patterns such as Kings, Coburg, Princes and Queens which achieved popularity in the 
19th century, tablespoons were made in two sizes: large at 9” long and small at 8 3/8” long. In Alan’s 
time round-bowled soup spoons would normally have matched dessert spoons rather than the small 
tablespoons in size. 
 
So much for the facts, though it is tempting to go on at greater length about the interesting titbits 
that emerge from Alan’s comments and information. Clearly, although other makers may have had 
their own versions, two standard sizes of tablespoon were well established and continued to exist 
alongside soup spoons which had appeared by the early 20th century. And it looks as if soup spoons 
became smaller during the 20th century. 
 
David McKinley has already drawn attention to the appearance of two distinct sizes of tablespoon 
in the 18th century. Mark Nevard’s comments in the Oct/Nov Finial seem to re-enforce my own 
impression that such standardisation will only have happened in the latter part of that century. It 
seems to be linked with an increase in the size of tablespoons. Once tablespoons up to 9” long were 
regularly being made it seems logical to assume they were basically serving spoons and it was the 
smaller tablespoon that fulfilled the role of soup spoon just as David McKinley originally 
suggested. However, the smaller size too could be used for serving which would help explain its 
continuation alongside the new soup spoons when they appeared. 
 
I apologise if I have spent too long re-treading old ground, but I could not resist sharing some of 
Alan’s insights. And you can always blame David McKinley for starting this in the first instance. 
 
Acknowledgement 
With thanks to Alan Kelsey. 
 
 

An extract from the Work Book of a Spoonmaker at Francis Higgins & Son 
 
 

 
 

 
-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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The Spoon with ‘N I’ Maker's Mark 

 
By Piers Percival 

 
 

 
 
Little has been written about this rare apostle spoon. It is illustrated in Howl and was last seen in the 
salerooms of Woolley and Wallis, from whose catalogue the above is gratefully reproduced, 
25.10.00, lot 31. Though now only 1.3oz, the gilt finial is of St. Thomas holding a spear, and the 
stem has a clear London hallmark for 1538/9. 
 
King Henry, aged 47, had then been on the throne for nearly 30 years, and so sadly, had lost his 
‘entirely beloved’ Jane the previous year, most probably from puerperal sepsis. He was now on the 
look out for a new wife, perhaps one of the sisters of the indomitable Marie de Guise who in May 
1538, sailed from France to Scotland to marry James V. 
  
But back to the spoon. There was by then an established cult of St Thomas (a Becket, not the 
apostle). Yet ironically, that very September, the pillaging of monasteries extended to his famous 
shrine at Canterbury, and from whence huge chests of jewels would be removed2. [Could such 
painful news have even been a reason for the purchase, perhaps?] But apart from historical interest, 
the date of this spoon is one of extreme rarity as very few spoons are known from the 1535-1545 
period. One reason may be that spoon specialist William Simpson (working 1507-1545) was 
nearing the end of his career, and spoon specialists Nicholas Bartholomew (free 1545) and Francis 
Jackson (free 1556) had not yet started. So who was N I? 
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Stirring A Passion (Part two) 

An Investigation into the collectors’ Market for 
Antique Silver Spoons, 1500-1800. 

 
By Robert Nevin M.A. 

 
 
Research Methodology. 
 

Before describing my research methodology, it is important to acknowledge the way in which other 
writers on my subject have approached the topic and thus how I have used these approaches to 
supplement my own research. 
 
Although the majority of writers I have thus far analysed (the most prominent of which are included 
in my literature review) share the common ground that they are researching objects, despite this 
they have approached their topics from a number of differing angles. Some like Timothy Kent in his 
book ‘West Country Silver Spoons And Their Makers, 1550-1750’ have examined the production 
and consumption of early silver spoons from a socio-historic approach. In that he quite succinctly 
contextualises the indigenous environment within which the items were made, as well as for whom 
they were made for. He presents the spoon as a ‘cryptic document’1 that is steeped in local history, 
as he conducts his research from examining parish registers, guild minute books, tax returns, 
probate inventories and court records. This type of approach is complimentary as a secondary 
source to the first chapter of my thesis, in which I argue that one of the main attractions of early 
spoons to the collector, is the fact that they are seen as historical documents to the social climate of 
the time. Also as my project is based on physical objects rather than theory, the socio-historic 
approach is vital, as it allows the reader to relate the function of the various objects at their time of 
production to their function to both the collector and the dealer today. 
 
Another approach that has been implemented by several writers is that of an economic one; by 
analysing silver objects (including spoons) in terms of their commodity value with a view to 
possible investment. The main practitioners of this approach would appear to be Eric Delieb and 
Peter Waldron. As my thesis is to a considerable extent a market-based piece of research, such 
approaches (Delieb’s in particular) are invaluable to me. This is firstly because Delieb’s book 
‘Investing in Silver’ was published in 1967, thus it is useful partly as a comparative source to 
today’s prices. But more significantly as a document of prices for spoons in the 1950’s and 1960’s, 
for example it states how the value of early spoons had quadrupled between 1957-1967.  This is of 
special use to me because the last chapter of my thesis concentrates on factors that have 
significantly influenced the spoon market over the past century, rather than the market for the 
objects today. Although the use of statistics and figures in the form of auction results play a part in 
proving a number of my points correct. It is easy to rely too heavily on them, thus I have used 
writers like Delieb and Waldron merely as reference points from which to build and sometimes 
update. 
 
To supplement these secondary sources and the approaches that their respective authors take, one of 
my initial forms of research regarding my project came in the form of participant observation. In the 
attendance of both the viewing and the actual spectacle of three specific sales (which are listed in 
the middle chapter of the thesis). These sales allowed me to see firstly exactly who was buying the 
majority of the spoons on offer, thus allowing me to make the observation that the market was being 
driven by the collectors rather than by the antiques trade. I could also observe the quantities in 
which they were buying, as well as which types of spoon were gaining the most interest. 
Consequently these events gave me the opportunity to see what prices the spoons were making, and 
thus how the market was fairing. Also because I attended two sales at Salisbury-based auctioneers 
Woolley and Wallis, this gave my research an element of continuity, as I was able to compare the 
two sales in terms of how successful they were. Also once these sales had been attended, I was in a 
favourable position to absorb and judge the subsequent reviews that were written about them in the 
antiques press. 
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The other prominent method of research I undertook came in the form of one- on-one interviews (or 
interview surveys as they are sometimes referred to) with various figures related to spoons, 
including two dealers, an auctioneer and two collectors. These interviews were of a semi-structured 
nature, in that I could “probe further into responses for clarification, exploration and confirmation”2 
if I needed to. Obviously some interviewees were more helpful than others, however all of them 
opened up new routes of investigation; for example Sherborne dealer Henry Willis filled in some of 
the details on the Ashley Russel affair. Whilst auctioneer Alexis Butcher advocated an approach of 
splitting up spoon collectors into four distinct categories. Latterly Colin Tictum was an invaluable 
source of views on why people collect spoons. 
 
Obtaining the right literary material for the thesis was rarely a problem due to the inter-library loan 
system. It proved harder however to quickly obtain specialist sales data from the 1970’s and early 
1980’s. Consequently a succession of trips to Bonhams New Bond Street, were I could gain access 
to the Silver departments library, solved this. My introduction to ‘The Finial’ by the publication’s 
owner Daniel Bexfield quite early on in my research, helped give my writing some initial impetus, 
as it focused quite specifically on the collector of the silver spoon, which was an area that other 
literature I had read had scarcely covered up to that point. Also the fact that it is a current and 
continually running publication provided a welcome change from some of the other secondary 
literature, which could be quite repetitive in it’s solely object-based approach.    
 
Chapter 1 - Why Collect Spoons? 
 

The aim of this chapter is to establish what makes the spoon so appealing to collectors of antique 
silverware. In order to achieve this I will firstly discuss some views on the subject by the collector 
and dealer Colin Tictum3, before segregating collectors into two groups. The reason for this division 
is to illustrate that there are two different sets of criteria that make the spoon appealing to the 
collector. In brief there are those who collect because they are interested in the object’s relationship 
to the society of the day and the social history and events that surrounded this. These collectors are 
predominantly interested in so-called ‘Early spoons’, which is a term coined by both auctioneers 
and writers to encompass spoons spanning the years 1500-1700, including such types as apostles, 
seal-tops and trefids4. In contrast there are those who feel the appeal of the spoon lies in its aesthetic 
appearance, and are thus more concerned with the design and decoration of the piece and in some 
cases what this can symbolise. These collectors are more partial to spoons of the eighteenth century 
that can include Picture-back teaspoons and Mote spoons. 
 
It is apparent that part of the attraction of silver spoons as collectable items can be put down to 
practical constraints, that today apply to every type of antique collector. Alexis Butcher5 believes 
that the collecting of small pieces of silver like spoons is a matter of practicality and security. 
‘People don’t want things on display, which means that smaller items that can be kept hidden away 
in drawers have gone up in value at the expense of larger items’6. In turn Colin Tictum feels that 
spoons are appealing as a collecting field, because a collection can be formed with almost any type 
of budget. For example one could form a collection of nineteenth century teaspoons, from various 
assay offices for under five hundred pounds. This aspect of affordability to the collector is a concept 
that the “Silver Spoon Club of Great Britain” has tried to endorse by including so called ‘lower end’ 
spoons into their ‘Postal Auctions’7. Consequently it is possible to purchase a spoon in such a sale 
for as little as ten or fifteen pounds. At the other end of the spectrum a collector of early rare 
seventeenth century, provincial apostle spoons would expect to pay at least £2,500-£3,000 per item 
in today’s market. 
 
Tictum also points to the fact that whilst the collecting field of spoons is a relatively easy one to 
enter financially, once one has started a collection the parameters of what one can collect are by no 
means narrow, thus the collector is spoilt for choice when he or she comes to decide how they 
should structure their collection. In turn once one’s collection is nearing completion, there are 
plenty of other avenues within the field open to exploration. ‘The Tictum Collection’ illustrates this 
concept. The collection that was started in 1960 (in general terms) spans Roman spoons from 200 
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A.D. up until spoons made in the mid twentieth century. In the main the collection has been focused 
on English, Scottish and Irish provincial examples, with an onus on East Anglian spoons (especially 
Norwich) where Tictum has lived since 1972. However within these parameters, Tictum has chosen 
to diversify into smaller niche areas. For example he has compiled a representative collection of 
London tablespoons, starting at the end of the Britannia period through to the accession of Queen 
Victoria. He also has collections of spoons made by the different silversmiths in both the Dare and 
Bateman families respectively. If the latter brackets appear specialised, Tictum points out that the 
enthusiast is always striving to discover new categories that have not been previously thought of 
within which to collect. For example he mentions one individual who collects spoons that have their 
maker’s mark punched in a diamond (rather than a square) shaped punch, to signify that they had 
been made by a woman who had been widowed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Having often been given as a christening gift, the spoon was viewed as a keepsake to be passed 
down through the family. Such spoons would often bare pricked initials either on the back of the 
bowl, or the cap of a seal top. If the spoon were intended for a wedding present, it would be pricked 
with two sets of initials accompanied by a date. In turn for a christening present it would be marked 
with the child’s initials and a date.  
 
These simple markings on early spoons are illustrative of their highly personal nature, whether as a 
symbol of marital union, or merely for medicinal use. It is apparent that such spoons (whether they 
be trefids, seal-tops or apostles) are viewed by collectors as documents of the social fabric of the 
time and the area in which they were produced. In short, rather than being overly concerned with 
the aesthetic appearance of the object, the collector or enthusiast is more interested in the social 
history surrounding the objects’ production. For example, where was the spoon made?  under what 
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conditions?, which silversmith made it? and for whom did they make it? Aside from being an object 
of intrinsic value, the spoon is seen by many collectors as an aid or link to unlocking the past. 
Consequently it is often not only the silver enthusiast that is interested in them, but also ‘the local 
historian, concerned with the fabric of society’14. 
 
On a basic level, with the help of a specialist reference book15, and through the analysis of an early 
spoon’s marks, the collector is able to identify not only its maker, but also its place of assay and 
year (or circa) of assay. More significantly to whom the silversmith was apprenticed and patronized 
by, to which parish they belonged, whether or not they had any children, or their own shop or 
business. Added to smaller nuances detailing indiscretions such as the selling of substandard wares 
and the consequent fines. Thus the spoon can act as a starting point for the collector who is 
interested in a largely forgotten world of trade and craft.  
 
On a more specific level the collector may favour spoons that have a marked relationship to 
important social events of their day. For example, collector Colin Tictum possesses a lace-back 
trefid spoon assayed in York, by the maker Thomas Mangy. Aside from being a skilled silversmith 
Mangy was also Mayor of York, who was unceremoniously hanged for forgery in front of his own 
public. Thus apart from being a good example of its kind, Tictum’s spoon is also a historical relic of 
a public event. As a collector owning such an object has both added poignancy and interest, because 
it was made by the hands of the culprit who figures in the event16. Consequently, ‘its connotations 
and historical context are extremely personal, giving it the value and emotional tone of a souvenir: 
nostalgic, backward-looking and bitter-sweet’17. 
 
In contrast the appeal of the spoon to the second group of collectors, is born out of a love for the 
aesthetic appearance of the object. This interest in design is often a result of the spoon having 
served a subsidiary purpose in the past; it could be used to signal an allegiance to a particular 
political leaning or Masonic group. This concept of the spoon being used as a signifier was born out 
of a problem with their design. By the eighteenth century the junction of the bowl and handle was a 
potential area of weakness. One way to address this fault was to thicken the junction between bowl 
and handle thus providing it with ‘increased rigidity and resistance to bending. The most 
straightforward example of such a solution is the so-called rat-tail’18. Despite this ridge being 
attractively designed, some silversmiths modified it to increase its decorative appeal. Although 
some of these motifs incorporated onto the back of the spoons were strictly ornamental (thus they 
would appeal to collectors today precisely for this reason and would be collected in groups of 
allegorical symbols, for example the ‘harvest-back’ which depicted crossed rakes, pitch forks and 
scythes, and was intended to symbolise prosperity in British agriculture). However in addition, the 
majority of them were used by the English gentleman to signal various political or Masonic 
loyalties, as he either travelled round the country, or in a more formal environment served tea to 
potential sympathisers. 
 
For example, the oak motif or oak-leaf spray on the back of the bowl (of the picture-back teaspoon) 
was one of the main Stuart emblems, its purpose to refer back to the escape of Charles II in the 
Boscobel Oak in 1651. This concept of subtle impact can be traced back to the mid eighteenth 
century, as Eric Delieb states, ‘when Bonnie Prince Charlie tried to regain power. The more obvious 
relics depict Charles Stewart in a variety of media, glass, enamels, etc…., but the subtle way to hide 
one’s allegiance to the cause’19, was through the use of the picture-back teaspoon. 
 
From an even more personal level many picture-backs of the eighteenth century featured dove 
motifs on the back of their bowls, during the 1750’s the dove and the olive branch were 
incorporated not only into the coats of arms but also the crests of several hundred British families. 
Consequently the spoon could also be seen as a sign of family identity. Collectors today often 
accumulate picture-back teaspoons that have leanings towards either their families or their own 
personal political or Masonic allegiances. In turn they may also seek an example of every type of 
picture-back they can find, consequently they are primarily interested in different types of design 
and thus to an extent the aesthetics of the object. 
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Thus part of the beauty and desirability of the spoon to collectors today comes from the fact that 
they are so understated, their appeal is not immediately apparent to the undiscerning eye. Being 
small and commonplace and of menial purpose the spoon can easily be overlooked. One has to 
examine the object carefully to appreciate the intricacies of its design, especially in the case of the 
mote spoon, which has an oval bowl that is pierced with holes all over the surface. Collectors of this 
type of sifter spoon are primarily interested in the different patterns or motifs that are created by the 
piercing in the bowl, whether they are of geometric or architectural origin. Although they may also 
have an interest in the hallmarks on mote spoons, this usually is a secondary concern. This is 
because fully marked examples are practically unknown, in the majority of cases ‘the usual marks 
consist of a maker’s mark and the lion’s head erased on the earlier examples and a maker’s mark 
and a lion passant20 on the later ones’21. Consequently because there are no date marks, collectors 
cannot collect spoons from important historical years (mote spoons are thus catalogued circa a 
rounded off date), neither can they form a collection of mote spoons made in different cities and 
towns, as the vast majority of these spoons were produced in London. Also contrary to the physical 
makeup of the early spoon, eighteenth century spoons (whether they be the picture-back teaspoon or 
the mote spoon) tend not to have subsidiary scratchings or prickings that usually serve to provide 
the collector with clues both to the origin and the history behind the object. Instead any chasing, 
indentations or die-stampings are deliberate decorative components of the piece that are there to 
heighten the object’s decorative appeal. 
 
This chapter has suggested the main criteria that make different types of spoons desirable to the 
collector. These views have been complimented by those of collectors to create a more informed 
picture of the market for these objects. The next chapter will explain how the market for spoons is 
driven by the collector rather than the antiques trade. The chapter will also investigate how this ever 
growing collector- base functions, in terms of its relationship with the club that caters for it and the 
other members within it.         

(Part three to follow in the next edition – Ed.) 
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1. In her article “Objects as meaning; or narrating the past” (which is part of a series of essays she edited entitled, 

“Interpreting Objects and Collections”) Susan Pearce uses the example of Lieutenant Henry Anderson’s red jacket 
(or coatee) which was worn in combat at the battle of Waterloo, to illustrate the content of meaning which 
historical associations give to objects. Such examples bear a parallel to the way in which some spoons function as 
historical links between the collector and the event.  

2. Pearce, Susan. M. Interpreting Objects and Collections,  (London 1994), pp.20. 
3. Fennimore, Donald L. ‘American bird-decorated spoons’, The Silver Society Journal – (Autumn, 2001). 
4. Delieb, Eric, Investing in Silver, (Barrie and Rockliffe, 1967), pp.19. 
5. The lion passant mark was introduced in 1544, probably the most famous of all English marks, often referred to as 

the “Sterling Lion”, it was added to the system not as a protection against fraud, but to show the Royal control that 
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6. Delieb, Eric, Investing in Silver, (Barrie and Rockliffe, 1967), pp.22. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Coming Up At Bonhams, New Bond Street 
 
 

 
 
A good pair of James I parcel-gilt apostle spoons, St Thomas and St Paul by John Feake, 1622, each 
with esprit nimbus, each with prick-dot initials to back of bowl "AH". Estimate 3000/3500 
 

     
 

          
 
To be offered for sale in our Fine Sale, 21st July 2004, at New Bond Street, 
 
Should you require further information or consigning items into this sale, please contact Michael 
Prevezer or Loraine Turner on  0207 468 8218 at Bonhams. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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‘By Jingo’- Boer War Spoons 

 
By Silas Marner 

 
 

             
              Fig. 1a           Fig. 2a          Fig.3a 
 
1899 saw the outbreak of war between the English and Dutch farmers of the Transvaal and Orange 
Free State in South Africa. This war introduced the British public to names which remain familiar 
to us in our villages, towns and cities: such as Ladysmith, Mafeking, Kimberley, Lord Roberts, 
Baden Powell and many others. 
  
For two years war correspondents followed the successes and failures of the British Army, reporting 
in the press of the day. Patriotic fervour and extreme jingoism supported the troops from the Home 
Front. 
  
Many British Regiments and Colonial troops fought in the war. Villages, towns and cities 
throughout the British Isles brought forth volunteers eager to fight the Boers in South Africa. One 
of the most notable of these units formed was the City Imperial Volunteers, raised by volunteers 
from within the City of London. 
  
The Victorian population loved curios and trinkets that commemorated events. A wealth of items 
were produced in paper, pottery, metal, gold and silver. 
  
My collection includes examples of spoons from the period. A variety of styles and subjects were 
produced including depictions of Generals, soldiers and sailors. The spoons illustrated here 
represent fine examples of commemorative silver of the City Imperial Volunteers.  
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      Fig. 1b    Fig. 2b            Fig. 3b 
 
Figure 1. The delicate spoon bearing the finial badge of the City of London and initial C.I.V. was 
produced by Cornelius Saunders and Frances Shepherd London 1899. The badge is decorated with 
enamel and the gilt bowl inscribed London.  
 
Figure 2. The ornate figured finial and elaborate stem is a fine example of a spoon for the C.I.V. 
The figure illustrates the uniform of a volunteer wearing a typical slouch hat. The stem device 
includes the weapon of the period rifle and bayonet and a furled Union flag. The gilt bowl is 
inscribed Clapham. The reverse shows S.Africa 1900 in relief on the figure. The bowl is engraved 
12th December 1901. On the reverse impressed Rd. No.935107 made by Charles Wilkes 
Birmingham 1899.  
 
Figure 3. The spoon with the finial of a figure to attention is typical of the uniform of the volunteers 
of the time, with slouch hat, bandolier, rifle, and khaki uniform. The simple stem leading to a bowl 
marked Elkington & Co., Ltd. Birmingham 1900.  
 
My next article will dwell on spoons with figures finials 1890-1920. Happy hunting.  
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 
Members Mr & Mrs Sodero came all the way from Nova Scotia bring a wonderful Hanoverian 
pattern Hash spoon to ask if anyone can help them identify the marks on their spoon. It measures 
37.5cm in length with a bowl length of 12.5cm and width of 7.5cm. It really is a lovely spoon with 
good colour and has been in their family for many years; Mrs Sodero grandparents were from 
Scotland. Lets try and help discover where it is from, as they have had no success to date. 
 

 
 

 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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A Danish Spoon 

 
By Cathy Chivers 

 
 
‘Danmarks…. a C surmounted by crown enclosing X ..Riges Grundlov, 5th juni 1915’. This is the 
inscription on one side of my latest spoon purchase. A 16cm gilded silver spoon. On the reverse in 
Latin is ‘patriae non partibus MDCCCCXV’. ‘Not in parts of the Country 1915’. The bowl has 
three marks, a castle with 15, ‘M’ and a crown and the letters ‘CHF’ entwined. I have illustrated 
these in the hope that someone might recognise them. The finial is a crown sat upon a cushion. A 
pair of broad Scandinavian (Viking) axe blades 2cm long with their handles running through to the 
bowl sit below. Tapering 2cm towards the bowl are matching scroll embellishments. 
 

 
 
To quote earlier from Shakespeare’s Hamlet ‘Something is rotten in the state of Denmark’ The 
Royal Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has kindly provided me with information on their 
constitutional reform, re the enfranchisement of women (1915). Two characteristic features of the 
Danish society in the first half of the 20th century were the increasing affluence and the growth of 
the welfare state. 
 

 
 
Denmark, June 5th 1915. ‘A new constitution was adopted, instituting universal suffrage and more 
popular representation in the Landsting (upper Chamber). The new electoral laws made it difficult 
to form governments, however, and a rapid succession of Ministries followed’ ref Encyclopaedia of 
World History. Christian X was King from 1912-1947. ‘By 1915, reforms went further and the 
social Democrats and Radical Liberals combined with Farm based Liberal Democrats to push 
through a monumental amendment to the Conservative constitution of 1866. This reform transferred 
the balance of power to the Folketing, abolished the electoral privileges of the Landsting, granted 
the vote to women and servants, and introduced proportional representation. As a consequence, the 
old Right party, was transformed into the modern Conservative Party’, Ref. Insight Guide 3rd ed 
2000 APA Publications. 
 
My spoon commemorates and celebrates this historic and significant occasion. I had no knowledge 
of Danish history before purchasing this spoon, and I never know which direction my researches 
will lead. 
 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Feedback 
 
Michael Baggott emails a note: I’m sure other members will have mentioned this, but the mark 
‘TE’ over ‘GS’ has been discussed previously in an article by Luke Schrager in the 10th Silver 
Society Journal, where a good case is made for the attribution of the mark to Thomas Evans and 
George Smith. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Tim Kent responds: Carl Belfield (The Finial, Mar/Apr’04, page 9), has overlooked the researches 
of Luke Schrager (Silver Society Journal, 10, pp.62-65) in which he makes a strong case for 
Thomas Evans and George Smith as owners of the mark ‘TE’ over ‘GS’. He has found that these 
two were in partnership between the years 1769-1771. They are referred to in the company’s books 
as ‘Evans and Co’, ‘Smith and Evans’, and ‘Evans and Smith’. Both are mentioned as spoon 
makers. George Smith obtained his freedom of the Pewterers’ Company (this does not imply he was 
of that trade) in 1768, and later became a number one spoon maker. He had been apprenticed to 
William Chawner under the Goldsmiths Company. 

_________________ 
 

Now for a ‘calamity corner’ special! On page 7 ‘Chester Gold and Silver marks 1670 to 1962’. The 
second paragraph tells us that “the forward (sic) is written by Spoon Club members Cathlyn and 
Simon Davidson and is a tomb that will be forever dipped into ….” Surely we can’t bury it yet? It 
isn’t dead! 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Mary Haines posts a note: I simply couldn’t ignore this one! Not that I would wish to detract from 
the excellent reference book itself, an invaluable one for Chester researchers and collectors. What a 
difference a word makes, in fact one little letter! It is of course, as most readers will have noticed, 
the sentence regarding the forward, written by Cathlyn & Simon Davidson. We very much hope 
that it is a tome and not a tomb that will be forever dipped into by both collectors and dealers alike! 
Indeed, Count Dracula himself would be proud of such a scenario – ‘tomb raiders’ a real dance 
macabre!!! 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Mark Nevard emails: Richard Turner wonders (The Finial, Mar/Apr’04, page 16) whether his 
spoon was repaired or made in two parts. He starts by suggesting that two spoons broken and 
repaired at the same point is unlikely, but if there is a weakness in the design at that point that is 
exactly what would occur. It is difficult to see from the photographs but the join appears to be on 
the smooth section of the stem just where it starts to widen to the heel and bowl. This is where a 
cast in one spoon is weakest and most likely to snap. If made in two sections any silversmith would 
provide a socketted joint, very easily produced, with the bowl section wider to take the spigot from 
the stem. It might still break at this point but the cross section would not be as shown. I'm afraid 
that my conclusion, subject to seeing the item, is the same as Richard’s purchaser. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Chris Bell sends a note: Ian McAlpine’s question on page 17 of Volume 14/04 asks ‘was the 
normal oval duty mark used at all during the 1797 assay year’ - yes it was as, prompted by his 
question, I found a teaspoon with just that mark. Also, Ian Pickford’s ‘Jackson’ (pages 42 - 44) 
provides a condensed version of an article by Anthony Dove on the variations in the shape of the 
duty mark and the shape described by Ian McAlpine is present among these variations. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Kirkpatrick responds to Tony Dove’s article ‘Double Trouble’ (The Finial, Dec/Jan/Feb’03/04 
page 8). I have a wine label letter ‘M’ with some twice-struck marks. If Tony Dove can get hold of 
a copy of the Wine Label Circle Journal volume 10 number 4. I have a short article and photograph 
of the item. My own copy is now bound and will not copy easily. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Hugh Baigent has sent a photocopy of Derbyshire’s W.I. calendar that has members ‘Tips For 
Cleaning Silver’ 
 

• For those special dinners, polish your silver cutlery in advance and store in airtight plastic bags 
to prevent it tarnishing. 

• Cleaning silver: Put a good handful of washing soda in a bowl of hot water. Add silver items 
and add one or two pieces of kitchen foil. Leave for an hour or so. The foil will become black 
and the silver will magically clean itself. Dry off the items and rub with a soft cloth. This is 
good for cutlery as no taste of polish remains. 

• Save silver foil until you have a jam jar full. Put the foil in a saucepan and boil hard for fifteen 
minutes. Cool the liquid and store in a screw top jar. Dip tarnished silver in it, rinse and polish 
with a dry cloth. 

• Next time you boil potatoes, cool the leftover potato water and dip your tarnished silverware 
into it. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Derek Fry writes: Dear Daniel, further to your piece in The Finial Vol.14/03 about James Wilks 
mote spoons - I have just acquired a mote spoon with his script maker’s mark struck just once (see 
Fig. 2) and no standard mark. 
 

      
              Fig.1             Fig. 2 
 
It has a small shell with a flower above (rather rubbed so poorly visible in my Fig. 3) like Figure 9 
in your article. However the piercing is more like that of your Figure 12 - 4 mushrooms, 9 crosslets 
and scrolls but with the following notable features. 
 

         
            Fig. 3          Fig. 4       Fig. 5 
 
1. There are only three rather crudely cut shapes toward the tip of the bowl (see my Fig. 5) which 

might be the start of more specific shapes but they have certainly not been finished to the 
definite two scrolls with fleur-de-lys between that appear on your spoon. 

2. The upper portions of the two lower scrolls connect with the bottom arms of the lowest crosslet 
(see my Fig. 4 which again shows relatively crude execution of these piercings). The fact that 
there are actual gaps at these points suggests this is not simply a split of what were originally 
thin strands of silver separating the scrolls and crosslet. If such splits did occur during the 
original piercing or subsequently, they have been deliberately widened. 

 
You say of the spoon in your Figure 13 that the piercing seems to be of slightly lesser quality 
suggesting that it may be the work of an apprentice or that Wilks was fed up with making mote 
spoons. My points 1 & 2 above and the fact that the crosslets and mushrooms are less than neatly 
cut would suggest that mine is another such spoon. (I totally agree, and interesting to see another 
example of such a spoon – Ed.) 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Richard Turner corresponds: An interesting twist has cropped up after Tony Dove’s article (The 
Finial, Mar/Apr’04, page 4) on cusped Duty Marks. 
 
Plate 32 in my ‘Directory of Scottish Provincial Silversmiths and their Marks’ shows an Edinburgh 
1810/11 duty mark with the bottom right lobe missing. I had thought it merely mis-struck, but 
someone, who had bought my book, has sent me a photo of the marks on a set of toddy ladles he 
recently bought, also Edinburgh, also no castle mark, but date letter ‘d’ for 1809/10. His have the 
Zeigler workshop mark plus ‘WC’. 
 
One mis-struck duty mark is possible, another four and one starts to wonder. Was the punch 
broken? If so, would not the Assay Office have discarded it? Did they indeed discard it, and 
someone, a bit nippy, ‘recycle’ it, and (heaven forbid!), re-channel the duty money? One would 
expect the Assay Office to scrap the punch, but you only have to read Martin Gubbin’s book on 
York to see the level of assayers. 
 
I would be very interested to hear from anyone else having Edinburgh silver marked ‘e’ and ‘d’ for 
1809 and 1810, with or without the castle mark, for the state of the duty punch. There have 
been1808 and 1811 items in the Finial auctions, which were perfectly lobed. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Review – The 3rd Silver Spoon Club Members’  Meeting 
 

By Chris Bell 
 
Saturday 24th April was a warm spring day when 26 people gathered at a hotel in Swindon to share 
their enthusiasm for the humble spoon in all its shapes, forms, and decoration. 
 
Daniel warmly welcomed one and all to the gathering and then it was on with the feast of ‘spoon 
candy’. Formal, but relaxed, and excellent talks were presented during the busy day on: 
• Nineteenth Century Flatware Patterns by Walter Brown. 
• The Elizabethan London Specialist Spoon-makers by Piers Percival. 
• Some Unusual Positions of Hall-Marks on Flatware by Tony Dove. 
• Freedom (of the City) by David McKinley. 
• Irish Provincial spoons by Walter Brown. 
 
These talks were accompanied by a wealth of real examples for handling and were supported by 
lively discussions of each of the topics. 
 
Many participants brought their own examples of items for exhibit to support the individual topics 
and, for example, a good number of ‘unknown’ nineteenth century patterns were ‘discovered’ (Ian 
P. please note!!). 
 
There were other surprises too. Derek Fry’s interest in Darby patent items brought forth not one, but 
3 pairs of Darby patent sugar tongs, rarities indeed, as well as a good number of teaspoons, so 
Derek was kept busy in his ‘recording corner’. 
 
Alan Kelsey, our very own specialist spoon-maker, showed dies and the tools of the trade and again 
gave freely of his expert knowledge of the subject to us, and everyone brought along rare, novel, 
odd and many treasured items for showing & sharing. A very good day for learning a lot about 
spoons from knowledgeable people. I, for one, went home contented. (I would like to thank again 
Chris and Sarah for organising such a splendid day, without doubt all enjoyed themselves – Ed.) 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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. . . Art has no enemy but ignorance 
 

AN INVITATION 
 
To participate 
The British Antique Dealers’ Association was founded in 1918. Its members are required to meet 
the highest standards of knowledge, integrity and quality. 
 
The Friends of the B.A.D.A Trust enables members of the public to participate in and expand 
the work of The B.A.D.A Cultural and Educational Trust, a registered charity no.264856. 
The Lord Palumbo, Chairman of the Arts Council. Is Patron of The Friends of The B.A.D.A Trust. 
 
The work of the Trust includes: 
• Sponsorship of a travel award to enable students, usually nominated by the Victoria and Albert 

Museum, to broaden their knowledge and experience of their subject. 
• Sponsorship of full time courses at West Dean College in the restoration and conservation of 

furniture, clocks, ceramics and metalwork. Students are also prepared for the business aspect of 
their profession. Diplomas are awarded at the end of these one or two year courses. 

• Contributions towards a student’s fees at the Textile Conservation Centre at Hampton Court 
Palace. 

• Assistance in sponsoring publications for national cultural institutions. 
 
It is intended that The Friends will: 
• Participate in an exciting programme of cultural events including lectures, gallery visits, 

concerts, exhibitions and travel. 
• Receive free entry on special days to various antique fairs and exhibitions throughout the 

country. 
• Receive free advice on the purchase, insurance, care and sale of antiques. 
• Receive a quarterly journal outlining the events arranged for The Friends during the subsequent 

months. 
• Be invited to visit West Dean Open Day to view conservation work carried out by students on 

courses run by the B.A.D.A and supported by the Trust. 
• Contribute towards the purchase of antiques of cultural and historical importance for 

presentation to the national and provincial institutions. 
• Support expansion of the Trust’s cultural and educational activities. 
 
Annual subscription £20 for a single friend or £30 for joint friends. 
 
To become a friend of the B.A.D.A Trust, please telephone 020 7581 5259 
or write to: The Friends of the B.A.D.A Trust, 20 Rutland Gate, London, SW7 1BD. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Review - Lyon & Turnbull Sale of Silver 

19th February 2004 in Edinburgh. 
 

Report by Mr. M. 
 
 
Due to the snow conditions being far superior in Switzerland than in Scotland I was unfortunately 
unable to attend either the viewing or the sale. I received the catalogue just hours before my 
departure, therefore all I could do was try and put the disappointment of not being able to attend the 
sale out of my mind and enjoy good skiing instead. Even being in Switzerland I was reminded as to 
what I was missing, by phone calls about the sale. 
 
There were over a hundred lots which were catalogued as being from 'A Private Collection of Fine 
Scottish and Provincial Silver'. Of these there were approximately fifty lots of Provincial items, 
including both hollow and flatware. 
 
All I can judge the sale by are the prices attained and talking to people who attended. On the whole 
I would suggest that the general quality was good with some rare items going for excellent prices. 
  
Amongst the hollowware items were -  
An Aberdeen George III Mug, £1,700. 
A rare Dundee George III Punch strainer, £2,200. 
A George III Wine Funnel from Inverness, £1,400. 
A Fine Perth George III Cowrie Shell Snuff Mull, £3,300. 
From Tain a scarce George II 'Thistle' Dram Cup, £22,000. 
 
As for the flatware I would suggest that the prices speak for themselves, in as much as prices 
remain buoyant for good quality items and rare marks.  
 
 

Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 
 
  Lot 270       Lot 271          Lot 272       Lot 273 
 

 
Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 

 
           Lot 279                 Lot 281          Lot 282 
 

Lot                          Achieved £ 
270. Aberdeen/Montrose - A set of six George III Scottish Provincial dessert spoons, with marks for 

Peter Lambert, of Old English pattern, with pointed end, engraved initial ‘A’ I Three marks: PL, 
Thistle twice. £220-280. 

 
 
    190 

271. Arbroath - A Scottish Provincial teaspoon, with marks for Arbroath, circa 1830, Andrew Davidson, 
of fiddle pattern Three marks: AD, Portcullis, AD. £80-100. 

 
140 

272. Arbroath - A George IV Scottish Provincial preserve spoon, with marks for Arbroath circa 1825, 
maker Andrew Davidson, of fiddle pattern, engraved initials ‘EU’ Four marks: AD,?, ?, Portcullis. 
£150-250. 

 
 

300 
273. Banff - A George III Scottish Provincial tablespoon, with marks for Banff circa 1810 William 

Simpson, of fiddle pattern, engraved initial ‘5’ Three marks: B, Thistle, WS. £100-150.  
 

N/S 
279. Castle Douglas - A George IV Scottish Provincial toddy ladle, with marks for Castle Douglas circa 

1820, Adam Burgess of fiddle pattern, circular bowl, eng raved initials 'IB' Four marks: AB, 
Ruined Castle, D, Anchor. £200-300. 

 
 

400 
281. Unknown, circa 1820 - A group of three teaspoons, of fiddle pattern, maker's marks AR, previously 

0 attributed to Dingwall Three marks: AR, Sunburst, Bird in flight. £80-120. 
 

460 
282. Dumfries - A George III Scottish Provincial gravy spoon, with marks for Dumfries, circa 1810, 

Joseph Pearson, of oar end pattern, engraved initials 'McN’ Five marks: IP, Double Eagle, S, 
Anchor, Rose. £300-500. 

 
 

340 
 

.27. 
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Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 

 
    Lot 289           Lot 292    Lot 293 
 

 
Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 

 
 Lot 295       Lot 297    Lot 298 
 

289. Dundee - A rare George III Scottish Provincial part canteen of flatware, with marks for Dundee 
circa 1780, maker William Scott, of Old English pattern, pointed end, engraved initials ‘JF’ in 
script comprising: four gravy spoons, four sauce ladles with unusually long stems, five tablespoons 
and another similar, five dessert spoons, five teaspoons, two salt spoons. Four marks: WS, pot of 
lilies, WS,W The crest is of McLeod, LORD of LEWIS or KER, Earl of Lothian. £2,500-3,500. 

 
 
 
 

3,800 
292. Elgin - A George IV Scottish Provincial teaspoon, with marks for Elgin circa 1820, John Sellar, of 

fiddle and shell pattern, engraved initials ‘EF’ Four marks: JS, Tree with bauble struck thrice. 
£100-150.  

 
140 

293. Elgin - A set of six George III Scottish Provincial teaspoons with marks for Elgin circa 1800, 
Thomas Stewart, of Old English pattern Two marks: TS, Eln. £280-340. 

 
410 

295. Elgin (Attributed to) - A Scottish Provincial toddy ladle, with marks for Elgin, Thomas Stewart, of 
fiddle pattern, engraved lion rampart crest Five marks TS, Fleur-de-Lys, cockerel, S, Crown. £100-
150. 

 
 

170 
297. Elgin - A pair of George III I. Scottish Provincial toddy, ladles, with marks for Elgin, circa 1815, 

John Sellar, of fiddle pattern, engraved initials ‘ABC’ Five marks JS and ‘Spiky Tree’ four times. 
£500-700. 

 
500 

298. Elgin - A George III Scottish Provincial tablespoon, with marks for Elgin circa 1800, maker 
Thomas Stewart, of large size, Old English pattern, engraved initials ‘AJS’ Three marks: TS, ELN, 
Bishop. £140-160.  

 
 

320 
 

 
Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 

 
 Lot 300              Lot 302   Lot 307 

 
 

Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 
 

Lot 308       Lot 309             Lot 313 
 

300. Elgin - A George IV Scottish Provincial soup ladle, with marks for Elgin circa 1820, makers Joseph 
Pozzi and Robert Stewart, of fiddle pattern, engraved initials ‘DC’. 36cm long. Four marks: J, P, 
ELN, RS. £700-900.  

 
 

680 
302. Forres - A pair of George IV Scottish Provincial salt spoons, with marks for Forres, J & Patrick 

Riach circa 1820, of fiddle pattern Two marks: IPR, Turret. £220-280.  
 

850 
307. Montrose - A set of five George III Scottish Provincial teaspoons, with marks for Montrose circa 

1815, J. Sturrock, engraved initial T. Three marks: JS, Bishop’s Mitre twice. £180-240. 
 

250 
308. Montrose - A George III Scottish Provincial toddy ladle, with marks for Montrose circa 1810, Peter 

Lambert, of oar end pattern Six marks: M, Pl, incuse Rose and Thistle each twice. £200-300. 
 

320 
309. Montrose - A George III Scottish Provincial tablespoon, with marks for Montrose, circa 1795, 

maker Benjamin Lumsden, of Old English pattern, pointed end, engraved initials ‘DS’. Three 
marks: BL and rose Twice. £300-400.  

 
 

280 
313. Perth - A fine George III silver mounted cowrie shell snuff mull, with marks for Perth circa 1795 

William Ritchie, the mount finely engraved with a coat of arms and motto, the hinge well 
concealed in the pattern of bright cut work Three marks: WR, Double Headed Eagle Twice The 
Crest is for DICK, Baronet of Prestonfield. £1,000-1,500.   

 
 
 

3,300 
317. St Andrews (Attributed to) - A Scottish Provincial toddy ladle, with marks for St Andrews c1800 

possibly William Lindsay, of fiddle pattern, engraved initials ‘E.P’ Four marks: St Andrew on a 
Cross, Anchor, TL, TB. £100-200.  

 
 

340 
319. Wick - A George IV Scottish Provincial teaspoon, with marks for Wick, circa 1825 J Sellar, of 

plain fiddle pattern Two marks: JS, Wick. £350-450.  
 

680 
 

   
            Lot 317     Lot 319 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Review - Thomson Roddick & Medcalf Sale  
Scottish Provincial Silver, Edinburgh 29th March 2004 

 
Report by Mr. M. 

 
 
Once again Thomson Roddick & Medcalf have been able to put together a sale of good and varied 
examples of flatware from the workshops of 18th and 19th century Scottish Provincial Silversmiths. 
Some rare and therefore potentially highly priced spoons along with more moderately estimated 
examples were on offer.  
 
It would appear that as there were a number of matching tablespoons to ones sold last November, 
that a further selection from the same collection of good quality and rare spoons, were being offered 
for sale.  
 

   
 Lot 302       Lot 303 

 

     
            Lot 304            Lot 305     Lot 306 
 
Please not that the achieved price does not include the 17.625% buyers premium. 
 

Aberdeen 
 Lot            Achieved £ 
301. George Cooper, c. 1745 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, initialled MA and numbered 5 (three 

bottom marks - GC; three castles; gothic date letter). £90-120. ~ “A fair spoon with slight wear to 
the bowl and marks”. 

 
 

90 
302. James Law (probably), c. 1775 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern with double-drop heel, initialled 

I (two bottom marks, IL script; ABD script). £90-120. ~ “A reasonable spoon with a slightly worn 
bowl and ABD mark”. 

 
 

120 
303. Coline Allan, c. 1760 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern with double-drop heel, initialled H (two 

bottom marks- CA; ABD). £100-150. ~ “An excellent tablespoon with as good a bowl as one could 
hope for”. 

 
 

190 
304. James Wildgoose, c. 1765 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, with double-drop heel, initialled AS 

above later initial F (two bottom marks - IW; ABD)- but with small dink in bowl and nick to lower 
stem). £90-120. ~ “The bowl of this spoon was slightly worn and had a number of small dents. A 
matching spoon to Lot 303 in the previous sale”. 

 
 
 

130 
305. William Byres, c.1800 – an Old English pattern tablespoon, initialled D (three marks – WB; ABD; 

gothic Q). £60-80. ~ “This tablespoon had little wear to the bowl, but unfortunately the marks were 
again worn. Another matching spoon from the sale last November, lot 302”. 

 
 

110 
306. George Cooper, c.1745 – a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern with finely engraved betrothal initials 

WR over ER (three bottom marks – GC; three castles; gothic letter). A fine, clearly punched 
example of Cooper’s makers’s mark. £100-150. ~ “Even with slight wear to the bowl and marks 
this spoon sold well above top estimate”. 

 
 
 

250 
314. James Erskine, c. 1800 - an Old English tablespoon, initialled S (three marks - E; three castles; 

hand with dagger). £50-70.  
 

N/S 
315. William Jamieson, c. 1810 - a masking spoon, Old English pattern, initialled IEP (two marks - WJ; 

ABD). £30-50. 
 

70 
316. James Erskine, c. 1800 - a teaspoon, Old English pattern (four marks - thistle; K; boar's head; JE)  

£35-50. 
 

48 
318. James Pirie, c.1825 - a teaspoon, fiddle pattern with distinctive chamfered edge, initialled IIS (three 

marks - JP; III ABD; JP). £30-40. 
 

38 
327. James Erskine, c. 1815 - a set of six teaspoons, Old English pattern, five initialled G, the other plain 

(three marks - IE; boar's head; thistle). £100-140. ~ “This 5 + 1 set of teaspoons I noted had 'thin 
bowls'. I would suggest that at £170 they sold well”. 

 
 

170 
 

       
       Lot 314           Lot 316       Lot 318 
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Arbroath 
332. Andrew Davidson, c.1835 - a set of six tablespoons, fiddle pattern, initialled A (four marks - AD; 

pot of lilies twice; portcullis). £500-600. ~ “A good set of tablespoons with very slight wear to the 
bowls and some scratches. The pot of lilies marks were also slightly worn”. 

 
 

700 
335. Andrew Davidson, c. 1835 - a fiddle pattern teaspoon, initialled WHS (three marks - AD; pot of 

lilies; rose). £60-80. ~ “Lots 335 & 336 - These two matching teaspoons were struck with an 
uncommon combination of marks. Lot 336 having the clearer set of marks”. 

 
 

85 
336. Andrew Davidson, c. 1835 - a teaspoon ensuite with the preceding. £60-80.  100 
337. Andrew Davidson, c.1835 -a toddy ladle, fiddle pattern, initialled W (four marks - AD; plant twice; 

portcullis). £180-250.  
 

200 
 

          
   Lot 332        Lot 342           Lot 344       Lot 345 
 
Banff 
342. John Keith, c.1800 - a tablespoon, Old English pattern, initialled WA (three marks - M; IK; B). 

£90-120. ~ “Overall a good tablespoon with only slight wear to the bowl”. 
 

130 
343. Alexander Shirras, c. 1755 - a fine and extremely rare tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern of heavy 

gauge, engraved betrothal initials G.MG (four bottom marks - AS; BANF; AS; hieroglyphic S). A 
matching tablespoon by the highly regarded Shirras was sold by Thomson Roddick & Medcalf; 
10th November 2003, lot no. 337. £1800-2500. ~ “As in last November's sale 'Possibly the best 
spoon in the sale!' A matching spoon, of 'museum quality', to last November's example. Matching in 
all respects apart from the hammer price! Has the price of such an item stabilised at a lesser level 
after an Alexander Shirras spoon of this high quality and rarity, first appearing onto the market for 
a number of years?” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1850 
344. 344 John McQueen, c.1820 - a teaspoon, oar pattern, initialled AMcK (four marks - B; A; thistle; 

McQ). It is unusual to see the B mark punched so clearly. £50-70. 
 

90 
345. George Elder, c.1820 - a teaspoon of broad Old English pattern, initialled IET (three marks - GE 

script; thistle; B). £50-70 
 

80 
346. John Argo, c.1790 - three teaspoons, Old English pattern with double-drop heel, initialled AT 

(maker's mark IA only). £40-60 
 

40 
347. David Izat, c.1795 (possibly Aberdeen) - a toddy ladle, Old English pattern, initialled T (two marks 

- DI; thistle). £100-150. 
 

150 
348. George Elder, c.1820 - a dessert spoon, fiddle pattern with spiral stem, initialled MI (three marks - 

GE script; thistle; B). £40-60. 
 

80 
 

     
         Lot 351                  Lot355 
Canongate 
351. Colin Mitchell, c.1735 - a rare Hanoverian pattern tablespoon (four bottom marks - CM; badly 

rubbed stag's head mark? CM; reversed F) ( but stag's head mark illegible). £300-500. ~ “It was 
unfortunate the stag's head mark was illegible and that an inscription would appear to have been 
removed. The hammer price would presumably have been greater if these two aspects had been 
legible”. 

 
 
 
 

320 
352. William Craw, c.1770 - a teaspoon, Scottish fiddle pattern (one bottom mark - WC). A matching 

teaspoon with a slightly clearer mark was sold by Thomson Roddick & Medcalf on 10th November 
2003. £50-100. 

 
 

N/S 
 
Castle Douglas 
353. Adam Burgess, c. 1835 (probably Castle Douglas) - a pair of fiddle pattern sugar tongs with shell 

bowls (five marks - AB; ruined castle; thistle; gothic D; tree). £200-220. ~ “Sugar tongs could 
possibly be regarded as not the most collectable of items of silver. However, when they are rare 
Scottish Provincial examples they can demand good prices. These tongs were in good overall 
condition”. 

 
 
 
 

280 
354. Adam Burgess, c. 1835 (probably Castle Douglas)- a dessert spoon, fiddle pattern, initialled B (five 

marks - AB; ruined castle; thistle; gothic D; tree). £100-150. ~ “A very good price for an excellent 
quality dessert spoon”. 

 
 

220 
 
Cupar 
355. Robert Robertson, c. 1825 - a rare teaspoon, fiddle pattern, initialled R (three marks - RR; thistle 

twice). £150-250. ~ “An excellent result for a Cupar teaspoon with very slight wear to the bowl”. 
 

380 
 

.30. 



 
Dumfries 
356. David Gray, c.1820 - a teaspoon, fiddle pattern (four marks - unicorn; G; fouled anchor; small DG).  

£25-35. 
 

28 
357. David Gray, c.1820 - a fiddle pattern teaspoon, initialled MAE (four marks - fouled anchor; G; 

unicorn's head; DG). £30-40.  
 

30 
358. David Gray, c.1820 - a fiddle pattern tablespoon (five marks - fouled anchor; unicorn's head; G; 

fouled anchor; DG). £60-80 
 

95 
359. David Gray, c.1820 - a toddy ladle, oar pattern (four marks - poorly punched unicorn? fouled 

anchor; unicorn; DG). £100-150.  
 

130 
 

   
   Lot 360            Lot 361 
 

Dundee 
360. William Scott, c.1795 - a tablespoon, Old English pattern (four marks, WS; pot of lilies; WS; script 

M). £60-90. ~ “An excellent quality early Dundee tablespoon with a good set of marks. 
Unfortunately it would appear that an inscription may have been removed”. 

 
 

90 
361. John Steven, c.1750 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, initialled R (four bottom marks - IS; pot of 

lilies; IS; script M). £120-180. ~ “Another good tablespoon with some wear to the bowl. The marks 
however were is excellent and crisp condition”. 

 
 

280 
362. Alexander Cameron, c.1820 - a tablespoon, fiddle pattern, initialled C (five marks - CAM over 

ERON; C; thistle; pot of lilies; DUN over DEE) (9;8/9). £50-70. 
 

70 
363. James Douglas, c.1795 - a pointed-end tablespoon, initialled A (five marks - DOUGLAS incuse; D; 

shield; shield; crowned heart). £50-80.  
 

65 
364. William Scott, c.1795 - a tablespoon, Old English pattern (four marks - WS; pot of lilies; WS; 

script M). £60-90. 
 

80 
365. Alexander Cameron, c.1820 - a set of five fiddle pattern teaspoons, initialled A (four marks - C; 

thistle; pot of lilies; AC) (but one with torn bowl). £60-80.  
 

60 
366. Thomas Shannon, c.1865 - a pair of fiddle pattern sugar tongs with shell bowls (four marks - TS; 

pot of lilies twice; thistle). £50-70.  
 

50 
367. David Manson, c.1810 - a pair of toddy ladles, oar pattern, later initialled G and numbered 2 and 3 

(three marks - DM in oval punch; pot of lilies; DM in small rectangular punch) (small dink in one 
bowl). £200-300. 

 
 

260 
368. Alexander Johnston, c.1740 - a rare marrow scoop, plain and of heavy gauge (four marks - AI; pot 

of lilies; AI; script L). £500-800. ~ “The very collectable condition of this early marrow scoop 
justified its above top estimate hammer price”. 

 
 

1050 
 

 
          Lot 383 
Elgin 
382. Joseph Pozzi & Robert Stewart, c.1835 - a fiddle pattern teaspoon (four marks - J; P; ELN; RS). 

£50-70.  
 

60 
383. John Sellar, c. 1840 - a toddy ladle, fiddle pattern, initialled GP (four marks - JS; tree with baubles 

thrice) (tiny dent to edge of bowl). £200-300. ~ “A nice toddy ladle of good overall condition with 
the marks being in very 'clear' condition”. 

 
 

320 
384. Charles Fowler, c.1800 - tablespoon, Old English pattern, initialled AJS (four marks - CF; ELGIN; 

St Giles; I Cathedral). £200-300 ~“This tablespoon had a slight dent to the bowl. Also the St. Giles 
and Cathedral marks were worn. However, the hammer price was definitely not depressed”. 

 
 

440 
385. Thomas Stewart, c.1820 - a fiddle pattern egg spoon (two marks - TS; ELN) (old repair to bowl). 

£60-70.  
 

N/S 
 
Forres 
385A John & Patrick Riach, c.1825 - a rare silver sugar or preserve spoon, fiddle pattern, engraved 

initials RRA, (two, marks - IPR; turret). £400-600. ~ “With slight wear to the turret mark, this rare 
square bowled preserve spoon raced away to a well above estimate hammer price”. 

 
 

720 
 

Glasgow 
“Lots 386/7/8/9 & 90 - Being in overall good or excellent condition these five Hanoverian pattern tablespoons all sold 
well”. 
386.  James Glen, c.1750 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, initialled IC(four bottom marks - IG; 

Glasgow town II mark; S; IG). £90-120. 
 

140 
387. Bayne & Napier, c.1765 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, initialled M and numbered 9 (four 

bottom marks - B&N; Glasgow town mark; B&N; Glasgow town mark). £80-120.  
 

100 
 

.31. 



 

   
       Lot 386                 Lot 387 
 

   
  Lot 388               Lot 389 
 
388. Milne & Campbell, c.1765 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, betrothal initials WA.E (four bottom 

marks - M&C; Glasgow town mark; M&C; capital O). £80-120.  
 

120 
389. James Glen, c.1750 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, engraved initials WK over IM (four bottom 

marks - IG; Glasgow town mark; IG; S). £90-120.  
 

150 
390. Robert Gray, c.1775 - a Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, initialled HM (four bottom marks - RG; 

Glasgow town mark; RG; Glasgow town mark). £60-90.  
 

115 
391. Mitchell & Russell, h.m. Edinburgh c.1810 - a set of six fiddle pattern dessert spoons, initialled A. 

£60-80.  
 

60 
392. Milne & Campbell, c.1780 - a pair of Scottish-type sugar tongs with shaped arms and shell bowls 

(two marks - M&C on each arm). £40-60.  
 

50 
393. Milne & Campbell, c.1760 - a Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, betrothal initials IA.C (four bottom 

marks - M&C; Glasgow town mark; M&C; O). £70-100.  
 

70 
394. David Warnock, c.1765 - three teaspoons, Scottish fiddle pattern, initialled MS (maker's mark 

DWonly). £50-80.  
 

50 
 

       
    Lot 397           Lot 401    Lot 405 
 

Greenock 
397. William Clark (possibly), c.1800 – a pointed Old English pattern tablespoon, initialled AmcL (five 

marks – WC; anchor; sailing ship; C; tree). A fine example of the sailing ship. £200-300. ~ “This 
was a very good spoon. Its only downside was having a slightly crushed bowl, which would be 
repairable”. 

 
 
 

300 
398. Thomas Davie, c.1800 – a Celtic point tablespoon, engraved initials RGK (five marks – TD; 

anchor; sailing ship; C; tree). £100-150. ~ “A good spoon with unfortunately worn marks”. 
 

170 
399. Thomas Davie, c.1800 – a Celtic point teaspoon, initialled DAW (three marks – TD; anchor; tree). 

£35-50. 
 

N/S 
400. Unknown, c.1800 – an Old English pattern teaspoon with engraved crest (three marks – anchor 

twice; tree). £20-30.  
 

N/S 
401. James Orr, c.1815 – a toddy ladle, fiddle pattern, initialled C (four marks – JO; anchor thrice). 

£150-200. 
 

180 
402. William Clark (possibly), c. 1800 – an unusual mustard spoon, pointed-end with circular bowl, 

initialled L (three marks – WC; anchor; tree). £70-100. ~ “I heard this spoon described as ‘a cute 
little spoon’. Whether it is a mustard spoon or for some other use was debatable. At 12.5 cm. Long 
with a bowl of 1.8cm. diam. Some people felt it may have had some other use”. 

 
 
 

75 
403. John Heron, c.1800 – a large tablespoon, Celtic point pattern, initialled RAM (five marks – IH; 

anchor; sailing  ship; c; tree). £150-200. 
 

180 
404. John Heron, 1826 – a fiddle pattern teaspoon, initialled EA (five marks – Heron in script; and four 

Glasgow marks). £20-25. 
 

N/S 
 
Inverness 
405. Thomas Borthwick, c.1775 – a fine and rare tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, engraved betrothal 

initials W =EA (three bottom marks – TB; Batrian camel; INS). £180-250. ~ “Another matching 
Hanoverian pattern tablespoon to one offered at the last sale. Of lesser quality the downside to this 
one was a very small crack at the join of the stem with the bowl and slight wear to the camel mark”. 

 
 
 

180 
406. Thomas Borthwick, c.1780 – a tablespoon, Old English pattern, initialled MK (three bottom marks 

– Batrian camel; TB; INS). £120-160. ~ “As with the previous spoon this Old English example also 
had a very small crack at the join of the stem with the bowl and slight wear to the camel mark”. 

 
 

120 
407. Alexander Stewart, c.1800 – a masking spoon, Old English pattern, later initialled gothlc H (two 

marks – AS; INS) £70-100.  
 

90 
408. Charles Jameson, c. 1800 – a teaspoon, Old English pattern with later engraved initial K (two 

marks – CJ; J).  £30-40. 
 

45 
411. Frazer Ferguson & McBean, 1906 – a miniature toddy ladle or pickle spoon having a spiral baleen 

handle and circular domed bowl (three marks – FF&M; dromedary; INVS). £150-200.  
 

N/S 
 

.32. 



 
412. Thomas Stewart, c.1835 – a large sauce ladle, fiddle pattern with distinctive cut shoulders (three 

marks – TS; thistle; INS). £200-300. ~ “A good heavy sauce ladle which may have had inscribed 
initials erased”. 

 
 

420 
413. John McRae, c.1830 - a tablespoon, fiddle pattern, initialled (three marks - JMcR; INS; thistle) (but 

with small split to bowl). £50-100. 
 

N/S 
414. John McRae, c.1830 - a toddy ladle, plain fiddle pattern (three marks - JMcR; INS; bird). £200-300 .  240 
416. Thomas Borthwick, c.1775 - a tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern, initialled AJ over AM (three bottom 

marks - TB; Batrian camel; INS). £100-150. ~ “The thin bowl of this spoon had some dents and the 
makers mark was poor”. 

 
 

150 
417. Donald Fraser (probably), 1829 - a fiddle and shell pattern teaspoon, initialled P (five marks - DF; 

and four Edinburgh marks). £20-25. 
 

20 
 

       
 Lot 412               Lot 419      Lot 420 
 

Montrose 
419. William Mill, c. 1810 - a tablespoon, Old English pattern, engraved initial (four marks - WM twice; 

rose twice). £120-180. 
 

130 
420. Benjamin Lumsden, c.1795 - a set of six tablespoons, Old English pattern, initialled A (three marks 

- rose; BL; rose) (one with repair to bowl and one with rubbed marks). £500-700. 
 

N/S 
422. John Glenny (probably), c.1820 - an oar pattern teaspoon, initialled ICB (three marks - IG script; 

rose twice). £35-50.  
 

35 
424. William mill, c.1810 – a toddy ladle, oar pattern, initialled WDG (five marks – WM trice; rose 

twice). £ 120-180. ~ “The probably latterly engraved initials on this Oar pattern ladle were on the 
back of the 'Fiddle', the front of which would appear to have had a previous contemporary 
inscription removed”. 

 
 
 

150 
426.  John Glenny, c.1830 - a teaspoon, plain oar pattern (three I marks - rose; IG; hammer) £50-70. 65 

 

       
            Lot 428       Lot 429       Lot 433 
 

Paisley 
428. William Hannay, c.1800 - a tablespoon, Old English pattern, initialled WG (four marks - WH; rat; 

anchor; H) - the second H mark from Hannay's maker's punch is struck to imitate a 'date' letter). A 
fine, clearly punched example of the 'rat' mark. £300-500. ~ “A good overall tablespoon which had 
a inexplicable scorched/burnt mark on the edge of the bowl. It was interesting to note that the 
matching spoon from the last sale also had what was catalogued as an imitation date letter, in that 
case a ‘W’. This asks the question is it a pseudo date letter, only ‘W’ or ‘H’ could have been used 
as it is obviously half of his makers punch, or are they a badly struck second makers mark?” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

300 
429. I and GH, c.1800 – a tablespoon, Old English pattern, initialled WG, similar to the preceding (four 

marks – I and GH; rat; tree; rat. An unusual set of marks with the rat struck twice and a Glasgow-
type tree mark. £150-200. ~ “Another spoon matching one from the last sale, this example being of 
better condition than the one offered last November. However the marks were slightly worn. It is 
interesting to note that like last year, this ‘I&GH’ makers marked spoon has the same inscribed 
initials as the previous William Hannay example. This asks the question, were these spoons made 
for and ordered by the same family and one of these makers may have had to 'sub-contract' some of 
the work or buy spoons from another maker?” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

180 
431. William Hannay, c.1810 - a large teaspoon, fiddle pattern, initialled F and numbered 17 (three 

bottom marks - WH; S; H). £80-120. 
 

N/S 
432. William Hapnay, 1808 - a teaspoon of short fiddle pattern, initialled IM (four marks - WH; and 

three Edinburgh marks). £15-25.  
 

16 
 

Perth 
433. EW; c.1810 - a tablespoon, Old English pattern, initialled B (five marks - EW; double-headed eagle 

twice; S; tree). Although this untraced maker has been listed under Perth, stylistically the form 
would suggest a West of Scotland origin. £50-70. 

 
 

40 
434. Robert Dickson, c.1790 - a teaspoon of distinctive Celtic point pattern, initialled HS (maker's mark 

RD only). £30-50. ~ “This teaspoon, of Celtic point pattern, had what could be described as an 
unusual very extenuated Celtic point”. 

 
 

30 
435. William Ritchie, c.1800 - a teaspoon, Old English pattern initialled WIT (four marks - WR; double-

headed eagle thrice). £30-40. 
 

30 
437. James Wright, c.1810 - an oar pattern teaspoon, initialled JC (four marks - JW; tree; S; double-

headed eagle). £22-28. 
 

25 
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438. Robert & Robert Keay, c.1830 - an egg spoon, fiddle pattern with gilded bowl, initialled I (three 

marks - R&RK twice; double-headed eagle). £35-50.  
 

70 
439. AM, c.1795 - a pair of pointed-end teaspoons, initialled IM (two marks - AM; single-headed eagle)  

(one with split to bowl). £25-35. 
 

25 
440. William Ritchie, c.1800 - a pair of teaspoons, pointed-end Old English pattern (three marks - WR; 

double-headed eagle twice). £35-50.  
 

36 
441. AC, c.1820 - two teaspoons, fiddle pattern, initialled D (four marks - AC; double-headed eagle; S; 

tree) (but one bowl split). £20-30. 
 

N/S 
442. Robert McGregor, c.1830 - a teaspoon, fiddle pattern, initialled A1McG (four marks - RMcG; tree 

with baubles; eagle?; tree). £30-50. 
 

45 
445. AM, c.1810 - a tablespoon, Old English pattern, engraved crest and motto DREAD GOD (three 

bottom marks - thistle? twice; AM). £40-60. 
 

65 
446. Robert Keay, c.1805 - a set of six pointed-end teaspoons with engraved crest with AS above (three 

marks - RK with two Edinburgh marks). £60-90.  
 

N/S 
448. William Ritchie, c.1810 - a fiddle pattern tablespoon, initialled H (four marks -WR; double-headed 

eagle; P; 8). £50-70. 
 

50 
449. 449 James Wright, c.1810 - a pair of Old English teaspoons, initialled HJM (three marks - JW; 

eagle; S) (one bad split); and three fiddle pattern teaspoons, probably by Robert Greig with 
Edinburgh marks for 1847, one with split bowl. £50-60.  

 
 

N/S 
 
Stonehaven 
452. Alexander Glenny, c.1840 (probably Stonehaven) - a rare teaspoon of plain fiddle pattern (three 

marks - AG; stylised quatrefoil; stylised plant). Two matching spoons were sold by Thomson 
Roddick & Medcalf, 10th November 2003, lot 459A and 459B. £200-300. ~ “Lots 452 & 453 - 
Following on from the two matching examples sold last year it was surprising that the first lot, 
which was in good condition, did not sell. However the second example, which had a split bowl and 
like the others an erased inscription, did sell. Once again the marks were unfortunately not 
illustrated. If any of these spoons are offered again, I would hope that the cataloguers would 
consider illustrating the mark for the reference of collectors”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N/S 
453. Alexander Glenny, c.1840 (probably Stonehaven) - a teaspoon, ensuite with the preceding (but split 

in bowl). £50-100.   
 

130 
 

Tain 
455. Hugh Ross, c. 1745 - a fine and rare tablespoon, Hanoverian pattern of good gauge, initialled Mrs. 

J.G. (three bottom marks - HR conjoined in shaped edge punch; Saint Duthac; script P). 
Provenance:-Phillips Edinburgh, May 1982. £1000-1,500. ~ “A good overall and heavy tablespoon 
with only slight wear to the bowl and slightly worn Saint Dutchac mark. Members may be 
interested to know that the hammer price for this spoon when it was sold in 1982 was £160!” 

 
 
 
 

1000 
 

 
Please go to our Order Form to purchase a complete copy of this Finial 

 
                 Lot 456 
Wick 
456. John Sellar, c.1825 - a fine and extremely rare tablespoon, fiddle pattern with chamfered edge stem, 

initialled TC (four marks – JS, WICK; AF conjoined twice). For illustration of this rare set of 
marks, see Highland Gold and Silversmiths by Moss & Roe, p.178. £1000-1,500. ~ “A matching 
tablespoon to the two sold last November. The quality of this spoon and its marks being the same as 
the earlier excellent examples”. 

 
 
 
 

1400 
 
Dates for your diary 
There will be a small selection of Scottish Provincial silver at Lyon & Turnbull’s fine silver sale in 
Edinburgh on Thursday 27th May. Included will be a scarce set of twelve George I three prong 
table forks Glasgow circa 1725. There will also be an offering of some early Irish flatware.  
 

For information about the above Lyon and Turnbull sale please contact: 
Trevor Kyle on 0131 557 8844. 
 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

In August, Bonhams are holding their annual three day 'The Scottish Sale' in Edinburgh. The silver 
being sold, including some rare and good quality provincial silver, on the first day of the sale 18th 
August starting at 11 am. 
 

For further information please phone Fiona Hamilton at 0131 225 2266. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

.34. 
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Review – Woolley & Wallis Early Spoons, 20th April 2004 

 & The John Norie Collection of Caddy Spoons – Part 1. 
 

By Robert Nevin M.A. 
 
 
The presence of the first offering of John Norie’s famous collection of Caddy Spoons in Wolley's 
usual sale of early spoons meant that the auction was keenly attended by a sizeable contingent of 
the Caddy Spoon Society, as well by a number of members of the specialist silver trade, who for the 
most part appeared to be acting on behalf of private collectors. 
 
The first half of the collection numbered some two hundred and fifty lots, however this was only 
after the mass of spoons had been sifted through and (due to the sheer size of the collection) 
arranged in some instances into multiples. The majority of these multiple lots (as a ground rule) 
contained spoons of more conventional design, they either featured spoons from the same provincial 
centres of assay, for example Newcastle or Exeter, or examples by the same family like the 
Batemans’. More commonly though they included caddy spoons composed out of allied materials 
(whether it be horn, ivory, pewter, mother-of-pearl, porcelain, glass, or tortoiseshell). Thus the 
opening lot of the sale consisted of nine carved, mother-of-pearl spoons, from the early nineteenth 
century, which realised a substantial £1,100. Similarly six unusual Tunbridgeware ‘saucepan’ 
spoons, with turned handles achieved £940, whilst a mixed lot of porcelain spoons from the 
Copeland and Wedgwood factories made £1,050. However it was not only the mixed lots of spoons 
doing well in allied materials; a group of six spoons by the Bateman family members, the majority 
of which had fluted or shell bowls and bright-cut handles achieved £ 1,100. 
  
Aside from the multiples, the rest of the spoons were lotted individually as a result of their quality 
and rarity. Indeed as the sale unfolded it tended to be the more inventive forms (such as the famous 
‘jockey cap’, the ‘hand’ or the ‘eagle’s wing’), as well as those examples that displayed some of the 
more opulent forms of manufacture and aesthetic enrichment (like heavy casting, simulated and 
conventional filigree and die-stamping) that proved to be the most sought after. One spoon that 
married these two criteria together quite strikingly was a cast, parcel gilt example, by Francis 
Higgins, that had been modelled in the form of an anenome flower, this realised £2,800. Other cast 
spoons to exceed expectations included lot sixty-four, the bowl of which had been applied with the 
figure of a Chinese tea purveyor, this weighty (1.5oz) spoon by Edward Farrell made £4,000. 
Similarly an example by the London silversmith John Figg, the handle of which had been modelled 
as the upper body of a fisherman realised £3,200. If it was the cast and textured examples that led 
the way in terms of the higher prices achieved, one spoon of unusual form to perform well was a 
‘harebell flower’ spoon, made by Elizabeth Morley, London 1804. The spoon had a slender wire 
stem issuing a single leaf that bore the hallmark. Identified by Eric Delieb (in his seminal work 
'Investing in Silver’ ) as one of the five rarest caddy spoons ever produced, the ‘harebell’ sailed to a 
sizeable £2,500. As anticipated by Mr Butcher (who saved the most desirable item until the last lot 
in the catalogue), a rare George III simulated filigree spoon, which was centred with two doves 
supporting an olive branch, flanked by the Prince of Wales’s feathers and the Royal Crown and 
bearing a maker's mark only for Cocks and Bettridge of Birmingham, circa 1820, was eagerly 
contested both on the telephones and in the room, eventually selling for £4,600. 
 
Aside from illustrating the fanciful and elaborate creations of the Birmingham Assay-office in the 
first half of the nineteenth century, the first half of John Norie’s collection also highlighted the 
continued rise in the market of the modern and provincial caddy spoons. Apart from examples by 
the likes of Omar Ramsden and Frederick Smythe Greenwood (both of whose stock has been rising 
considerably in recent times) names like Leslie Durbin, Stuart Devlin and firms such as Garrard & 
Co. featured in the collection and sold well at the more affordable end of the spectrum. For example 
one unusual shaped and folded spoon by these latter makers made £260. Whilst a Channel Isles 
spoon, in the form of a map outline of Guernsey, which was after a design by John Norie, made 
circa 1980, achieved £320. 

.35. 



 
Although the provincial examples in the collection tended to be far plainer in design than their 
Birmingham and London made counterparts, they proved that some Caddy spoon collectors are 
more interested in marks than they are in the aesthetic makeup of the object, even if they are in a 
relative minority as this sale has comprehensively illustrated! Their market remains buoyant if not 
spectacular, with the majority of items in this bracket making between three and four hundred 
pounds, one of the highlights being a Scottish example by William S. Ferguson of Elgin, marked 
simply ‘WF ELGIN’, it made £500. 
 
After the frenzied bidding in the Caddy spoon section what came after was always going to be 
muted in comparison. The first part of the flatware section illustrated how the market value of 
certain items has fallen away over the past year. Most notably sugar nips even of the cast 
naturalistic variety were making well under one hundred pounds, similarly the plainer marrow 
scoops appear to have entered a lean period of late, with mid to late eighteenth century examples 
now making around the seventy pound mark. 
 
In stark contrast rare early spoons continue to command high prices, the highlight being a Charles I 
unascribed ‘Aphrodite knop’ spoon, with a large well cast terminal showing traces of gilt, by Robert 
Matthew of Barnstaple. Despite a partially worn bowl. It soared against expectations of £2,500- 
£3,000 to realise £7,600. In a similar vein an eye-catching spoon in fantastic condition was lot 540, 
of Shaftesbury origin by William Ring c.1638, of heavy gauge with a stunning gilt Salisbury ‘A’ 
type terminal, was keenly contested by two parties in the room eventually selling for £3,800. 
Performing less well was a set of six early Queen Anne three-prong dognose table forks and five 
tablespoons to match by Thomas Spackman, London 1702, which failed to sell. This rare lapse was 
soon atoned for when a Charles II ascribed, East Anglican trefid spoon, believed to be by Thomas 
Hutchinson of Great Yarmouth made £2,300 against hopes of £600-£800. 
 
Another great success for Woolley and Wallis, as we await the second part of John Norie's 
collection which will be sold on Wednesday, 28th July 2004. 
 

          
    Lot 31    Lot 57          Lot 64            Lot 110 
 

Please not that the achieved price does not include the 17.625% buyers premium. 
 

Lot                          Achieved £ 
31. A group of six spoons by the Bateman family members, London: a bright cut spoon with a fluted 

bowl, crested by Hester 1786, a bright-cut spoon with a scallop shell bowl, initialled by Peter and 
Jonathan 1790, another similar, initialled, by Peter, Anne and William 1802, another with a 
‘hatched’ stem, initialled, by Peter and William 1812 and an Old English example with a round 
bowl, by William 1817. £300-500. 

 
 
 
 

1,100 
57. A Channel Isles spoon, in the form of a map outline of Guernsey with a shell finial (after a design 

by John Norie), by Bruce Russell, Guernsey c.1980. £60-80. 
 

320 
64. A cast and textured spoon, with a lug handle, chased with a pro- fusion of flowers, the bowl with 

scroll borders applied with the figure of a Chinese tea purveyor, crested on the reverse, by Edward 
Farrell, London 1820, 1.5oz. £300-400.  

 
 

4,000 
110. A cast, parcel gilt spoon, realistically modelled as an anenome flower with a leafy stem, by Francis 

Higgins, London 1852, l.4oz. £500-600.  
 

2,800 
153. A shaped and folded spoon, ‘Des by A. G. Styles’, by Garrard & Co, London 1967. £30-40.   260 
190. A rare, 'harebell' flower spoon, with a wire stem and a single leaf, by Elizabeth Morley, London 

1804. £1200-1500. 
 

2,500 
195. A rare Scottish provincial fiddle spoon, with a round bowl, by William S. Ferguson, Elgin (WF 

Elgin) 1830-1850. £150-200. 
 

500 
 

.36. 



 

     
 Lot 153     Lot 190      Lot 195            Lot 241     Lot253 
 
241. A cast spoon, with a scallop shell bowl, the handle modelled as the upper body of a fisherman, 

smoking a pipe, crested, by John Figg, London 1859. £400-500.  
 

3,200 
253. A rare simulated filigree spoon, the bowl centred with two doves supporting an olive branch, 

flanked by the Prince of Wales's feathers and the Royal Crown, initialled, maker's mark only, by 
Cocks & Bettridge, Birmingham, c. 1820. £600-800. 

 
 

4,600 
524. A rare Charles I unascribed West Country ‘Aphrodite knop’ spoon, with a large gilt terminal, the 

back of the bowl pricked ‘C’ over ‘WT’ over the date ‘1658’, by Robert Matthew, Barnstaple 
(fruitlet, RM [thrice] 1630-40, 7.6in (19.25cm) long, 1.85oz. £2,500-3000. 

 
 

7,600 
540. A rare Charles I ascribed West Country seal top spoon, of good gauge with a large, gilt, Salisbury 

‘A’ type terminal, pricked ‘RW’ over ‘EW’ over ‘1638’ the broad tapering stem with a small ‘V’ 
rattail, maker’s mark only struck once in the bowl, by William Ring, Shaftesbury, c. 1638, 7in 
(18cm) long, 2oz. £1,600-1,800. 

 
 
 

3,800 
563. A rare and interesting, Charles II ascribed, East Anglican Trefid spoon, with a ribbed rattail a long 

stem and a rounded terminal, pricked ‘AB’ over ‘1678’ on the reverse, probably by Thomas 
Hutchinson Great Yarmouth c.1678, 8.25in (21cm) long, 1.75oz. £600-800. 

 
 

2,300 
   

         
 Lot 524    Lot 540     Lot563 

 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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Results for the Club Postal Auction for 16th April 2004 
 
 
Please not that the results price does not include the 10% buyer’s premium. 
 

Lot Reserve Bids received £ Result £ 
 

1. 18 30 24.00 
2. 15 20 17.50 
3. 20 25; 28 26.50 
4. 28 42; 70 56.00 
5. 12 20 16.00 
7. 30 36; 38 37.00 
8. 25 32 28.50 
9. 12 16; 17 16.50 
11. 18 32; 36; 41 38.50 
12. 12 12 12.00 
13. 28 30; 33 31.50 
14. 15 20; 20 20.00 
15. 15 15 15.00 
16. 20 20 20.00 
17. 38 41; 41 41.00 
18. 15 20; 21 20.50 
20. 15 15; 16; 25; 25; 

25 
 
25.00 

22. 15 20; 21 20.50 
23. 12 18; 21 19.50 
24. 60 63 61.50 
25. 250 266 258.00 
26. 75 78 76.50 
28. 60 62 61.00 
30. 45 48 46.50 
31. 30 45 37.50 
33. 30 36; 38 37.00 
34. 20 25; 25; 25; 28 26.50 
35. 40 40; 40 40.00 
37. 20 20 20.00 
38. 15 15 15.00 
39. 50 56 53.00 
41. 14 20 17.00 
42. 32 35; 53 44.00 
43. 18 23; 25; 35 30.00 
45. 28 30; 31 30.50 
46. 15 18; 21; 30 25.50 
47. 25 34; 35 34.50 
48. 15 19 17.00 
51. 30 91; 107 99.00 
53. 20 25; 25 25.00 
57. 40 40 40.00 
59. 25 32 28.50 
63. 100 100 100.00 
65. 10 22 16.00 
66. 20 21 20.50 
67. 45 45 45.00 
68. 40 45 42.50 
70. 280 300 290.00  

Lot Reserve Bids received £ Result £ 
 

75. 38 38 38.00 
76. 28 45 36.50 
78. 38 38; 39 38.50 
79. 26 28 27.00 
81. 90 100 95.00 
82. 70 100; 126 113.00 
83. 18 22; 23; 32; 34; 

34; 41 
 
37.50 

84. - - 21 10.50 
85 - -  17; 17 17.00 
86 - -  10; 16; 20 18.00 
88. - -  8 4.00 
90. 12 22 17.00 
92. 9 12 10.50 
93. 100 105; 113; 132; 

145; 145; 200 
 
172.50 

96. 50 65 57.50 
97. 100 110; 175; 225 200.00 
99. 20 21 20.50 
101. 20 20; 25 22.50 
102. 15 18 16.50 
104. 250 250; 260; 310 285.00 
105. 45 89 67.00 
106. 65 66; 68 67.00 
107. 58 70; 81 75.50 
110. 22 38 30.00 
113. 19 25 22.00 
114. 55 56; 56; 61; 81 71.00 
115. 40 60 50.00 
117. 45 48 46.50 
118. 130 175; 185 180.00 
119. 150 150; 162; 178; 

225 
 
201.50 

122. 18 22 20.00 
123. 25 35 30.00 
124. 1250 1250; 1375; 

1660; 1980 
 
1820.00 

126. 110. 116; 130 123.00 
128. 90 140 115.00 
129. 600 645; 725; 925 825.00 
130. 65 65; 175 120.00 
131. 80 90; 110; 125 117.50 
136. 20 23 21.50 
139. 140 165 152.50 
141. 15 25 20.00 
142. 15 16; 21 18.50 
143. 60 70; 85; 90; 120 105.00 
146. 15 16 15.50 
147. 120 150 135.00  
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‘The Silver Spoon Club’ 
OF GREAT BRITAIN 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

26 Burlington Arcade, Mayfair, London. W1J 0PU 
Tel: 020 7491 1720     Fax: 020 7491 1730 

E-mail: silverspoonclub@bexfield.co.uk 

POSTAL AUCTION 
(For members and subscribers only) 

 

To take place on Friday 18th June 2004 
 
Your written, email or faxed bids are invited for the following lots – bids to be with us, please, by no later 
than 12.00pm, on the day of sale. Please note that purchase prices are subject to a 10% buyers premium, plus 
VAT on the premium and £5.00 for postage & packing per consignment. See page 59 for details. 
 

Members are welcome to come and view the lots on offer at 26 Burlington Arcade. 
 

           
 Lot 1  Lot 2   Lot 3    Lot 4                Lot 5                 Lot 6 
 

* Please note: due to the weight of the books the postage, packing & insurance has been individually priced as opposed 
to the normal single cost of £5.00 per parcel or as always they can be collected from Burlington Arcade. 
 

Lot              Description                  Reserve 

1. Book: A History of Hallmarks by Wynyard R.T. Wilkinson. Paper back, pp 160. (post £5)  
Est. £5-10. 

 
£3 

2. Book: Late Georgian and Regency Silver by Judith Banister. H-back, pp 63. (post £5.00) Est. 
£5-10. 

 
£3 

3. Book: Mid Georgian Silver by Judith Banister. Hard back, pp 63. (post £5.00) Est. £5-10. £3 
4. Book: Old Sheffield Plate by John Bedford & D. Austin. H-back, pp 63. (post £5). Est. £5-10 £2 
5. Book: The Law and Practice of Hall-Marking Gold and Silver Wares by J. Paul De Casro. 

Hard back, pp 372. (post £7.00) Est. £ 25-35. 
 

£20 
6. Book: Antique Silver, A Guide for Would-Be Connoisseurs by John Luddington. Hard back, 

pp 126. (post £5.00) Est. £10-15. 
 

£5 
 

         
 Lot 7     Lot 8         Lot 9          Lot 10  Lot 11 
 

7. Book: The Price Guide to Antique Silver by Ian Harris. H-back. Pp 532. (post £7) Est. £5-10. £ - - 
8. Book: English Silver by Judith Banister. Hard back, pp 251. (post £6.00) Est. 5-10. £ - - 
9. Book: English Domestic Silver 1500-1900 by Timothy Schroder. Paper back, pp 338. (post 

£6.00) Est. £10-15. 
£10 

10. Book: Touching Gold & Silver, 500 years of Hallmarking – Catalogue of an exhibition at 
Goldsmith’s Hall. Paper back, pp 131. (post £6.00) Est. £15-20. 

 
£7 

11. Book: The Directory of Gold & Silversmiths, Jewellers & Allied Traders 1836-1914, from 
the London Assay Office Registers by John Culme. 2 Volumes, Hard back, pp 504 & 391. (post 
£20.00). Est. £160-180. 

 
 

£150 
.39. 



          
 Lot 12           Lot 13            Lot 14       Lot 15 (detail) 
 

Lot              Description                  Reserve 

12. Book: The Goldsmiths of Aberdeen 1450-1850 by I.E. James. Hard back, pp 156. (post £7.00) 
Est. £120-150. 

 
£100 

13. Book: The Makers of Indian Colonial Silver, a register of European Goldsmiths, 
Silversmiths, Jewellers, Watchmakers and Clockmakers in India and their marks 1760-1860 by 
Wynyard R.T. Wilkinson. Hard back, pp 230. (post £6.00) Est. £100-120. 

 
 

£100 
14. Book: Collecting Irish Silver by Douglas Bennett. Hard back, pp. 228. (post £6). Est. £75-125. £50 
 

    
 

15. Silver ‘B.G.C’ golf club teaspoon with a finial of a man dressed in plus fours extracting a golf 
club from golf bag, Birm. 1932 by JAR. L-11cm; W-14g. ~ very detailed finial. Est. £35-45 

 
£30 

 

   
 

16. Silver ‘Warwick’ teaspoon with crowned bear and ragged staff, Birmingham 1927 by Levi & 
Salaman. L-12.8cm; W-13g. ~ in good condition. Est. £15-20. 

 
£12 

 

    
 

17. Silver & enamel ‘bull’ finial crest teaspoon, Birmingham 1977 by ‘TK&S’. L-13.7cm; W-57g. 
~ in good condition, very heavy finial. Est. £30-35. 

 
£30 

 

   
 

18. Russian silver fiddle pattern tablespoon, circa 1896-1908 by ‘AH’. L-21.6cm; W-82g. ~ thick 
gauge and in good condition. Est. £20-25. 

 
£16 

 

   
 

19. American silver teaspoon, circa 1852-1854 by Jones, Ball & Co. L-15.1cm; W-14g. ~ in good 
condition. Est. £12-16. 

 
£12 

 

   
 

20. Irish silver Fiddle pattern dessert spoon, Dublin 1804 by William Ward. L-17.8cm; W-23g. ~ 
in good condition. Est. £25-35. 

 
£25 
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Lot              Description                  Reserve 

21. Pair of Scottish silver Hanoverian pattern dessert spoons, Edinburgh 1762 by William Davie. 
L-17.7cm; W-70g. ~ some small dents to bowl, wear to some marks, feel good. Est. £6-80. 

 
£60 

 

   
 

22. Greenock silver Celtic-point pattern dessert spoon, circa 1800 by William Clark. L17.5cm; 
W-30g. ~ excellent marks and good condition, a pleasant spoon. Est. £100-120. 

 
£90 

 

   
 

23. Banff silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, circa 1840 by William & John Simpson. L-14.5cm; W-
17g. ~ ‘JS’ mark very lightly struck, in good condition. Est. £35-45. 

 
£35 

 

   
 

24. George III silver Hanoverian pattern dessert spoon, London 1771 by ‘T.W’ (vendor thinks it 
could possibly be Thomas Wayne of Bath, personally I think it is Thomas Walllis I). L-16cm; 
W-29g. ~ in reasonable condition, marks have wear. Est. £25-35. 

 
 

£25 
 

  
 

25. George III silver Old English Thread pattern salt spoon, London 1793 by George Smith & 
Thomas Hayter. L-10.2cm; W-9g. ~ good condition, makers mark has wear. Est. £25-30. 

 
£25 

 

   
 

26. William IV silver Fiddle pattern sugar spoon, London 1832 by William Eaton. L-14.2cm; W-
22g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £30-40. 

 
£25 

 

   
 

27. Victorian silver dessert spoon of an unknown pattern, Lon. 1868 by ‘J.G’ L- 16.2cm; W-37g. 
~ unusual shield shape for passant and anchor, minor dent to bowl, good condition. Est.£50-60. 

 
£40 

 

   
 

28. Victorian silver highly engraved knife & spoon, Sheffield 1845 by ‘AH’. Spoon L-18.1cm & 
W-51g. ~ couple of minor knocks to bowl, otherwise in good condition. Est. £45-55. 

 
£45 

 

.41. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

29. Victorian silver Fiddle pattern butter knife, London1854 by Elizabeth Eaton. L-20cm; W-48g. 
~ good marks and condition. Est. £25-35. 

 
£25 

 

   
 

30. George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, London 1796 by Richard Crossley. 
L-12.9cm; W12g. ~ in good condition, minor knock to bowl. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

31. Newcastle silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, 1802 by Thomas Watson. L-
13.1cm; W-11g. ~ in good condition, marks readable. St. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

32. Newcastle silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, circa 1800 by Thomas Watson. L-
13.7cm; W-15g. ~ marks a little worn, otherwise good condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

33. Newcastle silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, 1869 by ‘TS’. L-13cm; W-14g. ~ 
very good marks and condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

34. George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, London 1797 by Peter & Ann 
Bateman. L-12.4cm; W-13g. ~ in good condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

35. George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, London 1801 by Peter, Ann & 
William Bateman. L-12cm; W-11g. ~ in good condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

36. George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, London 1806 by Peter & William 
Bateman. L-11.7cm; W-10g. ~ in good condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 
.42. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

37. George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, London 1792 by George Wintle. L-
13.1cm; W-14g. ~ very good marks and condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

38. George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoon, circa 1770 by ‘I.L’. L-12.2cm; W-
11g. ~ bowl possibly reshaped, makers mark good. Est. £20-25. 

 
£20 

 

 

 
 

39. Pair of Queen Anne silver Hanoverian Rattail pattern tablespoons, London 1711 by Andrew 
Archer, engraved contemporary coat of arms. L-20.5cm; W-123g. ~  in lovely condition, 
makers mark clear, date letter half visible. Est. £350-375. 

 
 

£350 
 

    
 

40. Silver “dragon” finial spoon commemorating the Investiture of The Price of Wales in 1969, 
cased. The dragon tail twisting down the stem to form the ‘rattail’. Designed by N. Manwaring 
& H. Painter, London 1969 by ‘JDB’. L-15.6cm; W-80g. ~ good cond. Est. £70-80. 

 
 

£65 
 

  
 

41. 18th century silver Scottish Fiddle pattern teaspoon, circa 1760 by ‘J*H’. L-12cm; W-11g. ~ 
very good mark and condition. Est. £40-50. 

 
£35 

 

  
 

42. 18th century agate & steel table knife, with pistol grip shaped handle & scimitar shaped blade 
stamped H.J. Warren, Bath. L-15.5cm. ~ in good condition. Est. £40-60. 

 
£35 

 

   
 

43. 3 George III silver Hanoverian scroll-back pattern miniature/toy spoons, c. 1760, not marked. 
L-5.2cm; W-3g. ~ one in good condition,  others repaired at base of handle. Est. £140-160. 

 
135 

 

.43. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

44. Silver & enamel ‘Carlisle, Be Just and Fear Not’ teaspoon, Birmingham 1927 by ‘S&Co’. L-
10.5cm; W-10g. ~ in good condition. Est. £15-20. 

 
£14 

 

   
 

45. Pair of Russian silver Fiddle & Shell pattern teaspoons, 1853. L-14.8cm; W-41g. ~ very clear 
marks and in good condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

  
 

46. George III silver Old English pattern mustard spoon, London 1790 by Peter & Jonathan 
Bateman. L-12.3cm; W-11g. ~ marks good, kinks to handle, rare mark. Est. £25.35. 

 
£25 

 

    
 

47. Pair of Victorian silver Queens pattern dessert spoons, London 1894 by Robert Pringle. L-
17.8cm; W-129g. ~ in excellent condition. Est. £55-65. 

 
£55 

 

   
 

48. Victorian silver Fiddle pattern dessert fork, engraved with a leaf design, London 1840 by John 
& Henry Lias. L-17.8cm; W-43g. ~ in good condition. Est. £10-15. 

 
£10 

 

   
 

49. George II silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon with a ‘sheep’ crest, circa 1750 by ‘WT’ struck 
twice. L-20cm; W-65g. ~ good gauge, minor kinks to bowl, one mark clear. Est. £45-55. 

 
£45 

 

  
 

50. Irish silver Hanoverian pattern dessert spoon, Dublin c.1770, by John Lockyer. L-17cm; W-
30g. ~ marks readable but squashed, in good condition. Est. £50-60. 

 
£40 

 

  
 

51.  Irish silver Old English pattern tablespoon, Dublin 1779 by ‘MS’. L-22.5cm; W-59g. ~ marks 
very good, slight wear to bowl tip, signs of removed initials. Est. £50-60. 

 
£50 

 

.44. 



  
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

52. Irish silver Hanoverian shell-back pattern tablespoon, Dublin 1758 by Daniel Popkins. L-
20.8cm; W-55g. ~ marks readable, bowl & shell very worn. Est. £50-55. 

 
£50 

 

   
 

53. Scottish silver Fiddle pattern sugar tongs with shell bowl, Edinburgh 1859 by ‘J.Mc’. L-
15.2cm; W-50g. ~ in good condition. Est. £20-25. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

54. Irish silver Fiddle with rattail pattern dessert spoon, Dublin 1839 by C. Cummins (1st year 
entered) retailed by Neill, engraved ‘O.N Power, 93, PROF DISP’ below a stag crest. L- 18.5cm; 
W-38g. ~ bowl reshaped, otherwise reasonable. Est. £25-35. 

 
 

£25 
 

   
 

55. Irish silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, Dublin 1857 by ‘JS’’ retailed by Waterhouse. L-15.6cm; 
W-24g. ~ bowl reshaped and repaired, marks good. Est. £12-15. 

 
£12 

 

   
 

56. Pair of Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoons, Sheffield c.1795 by Richard Jewesson. L-
12.5cm; W-18g. ~ one looks like it has been in the waste disposal, the other is fine. Est.£18-20. 

 
£17 

 

   
 

57. York silver Old English pattern teaspoon, 1803 by Hampston Prince & N. Cattles. L-2.5cm; 
W-17g. ~ very good marks & gauge, minor dents to bowl, scarce right facing lion. Est. £25-35. 

 
£20 

 

  
 

58. George II silver-gilt Hanoverian pattern teaspoon, London c.1735 by Paul Hanet. L-10.9cm; 
W-12g. ~ a lovely little spoon with good gauge and mark. Est. £40-50. 

 
£30 

 

   
 

59. Newcastle silver Old English pattern teaspoon, circa 1795 by Thomas Watson. L-13.8cm; W-
14g. ~ in very good condition, needs a clean. Est. £15-20. 

 
£12 

 
.45. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

60. Newcastle silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, 1820 by David Darling & James Bell. L-13.6cm; W-
15g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £15-20. 

 
£12 

 

   
 

61. Newcastle silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, 1835 by John Walton. L-13.5cm; W-13g. ~ all marks 
readable, condition good. Est. £15-20. 

 
£10 

 

   
 

62. American silver Fiddle pattern dessert spoon, circa 1826 by John Ewan of Charleston, S. 
Carolina. L-18.6cm; W-42g. ~ marks good, bowl has many pin-prick dents. Est. £50-60. 

 
£50 

 

    
 

63. Irish silver Celtic-point pattern dessert spoon, Cork c.1790 by J. Tolekin. L-17.5cm; W-28g. ~ 
good gauge, very minor wear to bowl tip, readable marks but worn, nice spoon. Est. £100-125. 

 
£80 

 

 

 
 

64. Early George I Britannia silver marrow scoop, London 1714 by Thomas Mann. L-21.5cm; 
W-53g. good gauge, lovely marks, crest a little worn, I like it. Est. £200-220. 

 
£180 

 

 
 

65. George I silver Rattail marrow scoop, London 1724 by possible Charles Jackson. L-21.5cm; 
W-41g. ~ marks worn, good gauge, bowl polished, I have doubts about this one!! Est £120-140. 

 
£120 

 

   
 

66. Victorian silver Cambridge pattern sauce ladle, London 1852 by George Adams. L-18cm; W-
89g. ~ rare pattern,  heavy gauge, very good condition. Est. £140-160. 

 
£130 

 

   
 

67. Victorian silver private-die pattern with rattail dessert spoon, London 1866 by John Hunt & 
Robert Roskell. L-17.5cm; W-61g. ~ heavy gauge, very good condition. Est. £50-60 

 
£45 

 

.46. 



    
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

68. Victorian silver private-die patterb with rattail dessert fork, London 1866 by John Hunt & 
Robert Roskell. L-17.5cm; W-59g. ~ in good condition. Est. £50-60. 

 
£45 

 

    
 

69. Victorian silver Wellington pattern teaspoon, London 1853 by George Adams. L-15cm; W-
36g. ~ in good condition. Est. £15-20. 

 
£15 

 

   
 

70. Pair of George IV silver Kings-shape Thread pattern dessert forks, London 1827 by Morris 
& Michael Emanuel. L-17.6cm; W-115g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £60-70. 

 
£60 

 

   
 

71. Victorian silver Tamworth pattern table fork, London 1871 by George Adams. L-19.7cm; W-
87g. ~ in good condition. Est. £30-40. 

 
£30 

 

   
 

72. Victorian silver Paxton pattern teaspoon, London 1885 by John Aldwinckle & Thomas Slater. 
L-12.3cm; W-19g. ~ minor wear to bowl tip, otherwise condition good. Est. £15-20. 

 
£10 

 

   
 

73. George III silver Old English pattern tablespoon, London 1781 by ‘II ‘. L-20.9cm; W-66g. ~ 
in good condition and readable marks. Est. £35-45. 

 
£30 

 

   
 

74. George III silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, London 1770 by Stephen Adams I. L-
20.6cm; W-61g. ~ good condition, excellent marks. Est. £45-55. 

 
£40 

 

   
 

75. Pair of George III silver Old English pattern salt spoons with shell bowls, Newcastle c.1800 
by ‘TW’. L10cm; W-15g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £30-40. 

 
£25 

 

.47. 



    
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

76. Pair of George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern teaspoons, Newcastle c.1800 by ‘IL’. 
L-13.1cm; W-27g. ~ both in good condition, crisp bright cutting. Est. £20-30. 

 
£18 

 

   
 

77. George III silver Old English pattern sauce ladle, Newcastle 1778 by ‘IL’ over ‘IR’. L-
18.7cm; W-54g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £50-60. 

 
£45 

 

   
 

78. Exeter George III silver Old English pattern tablespoon, 1814 by ‘WW’. L-21.6cm; W-60g. ~ 
clean marks, excellent condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£18 

 

  
 

79. Scottish silver Old English pattern tablespoon, Edinburgh 1752 by ‘L&R’ , assay master 
‘HG’. L-21.4cm; W-75g. ~ good weight, marks and condition, lovely spoon. Est. £70-80. 

 
£62 

 

   
 

80. Scottish silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, Edinburgh 1819 by ‘CD’. L-13.8cm; W-17g. ~ good 
marks and condition. Est. £10-20. 

 
£8 

 

   
 

81. Pair of Scottish silver Old English pattern teaspoons, Edinburgh 1825 by ‘WP’. L-13.8cm; W-
37g. ~ very minor knocks to bowl, otherwise good condition. Est. £20-25. 

 
£18 

 

   
 

82. Pair of Scottish silver Fiddle pattern teaspoons, Edinburgh 1815 by script ‘AH’. L-13cm; W-
24g. ~ wear to bowl tips, otherwise good condition. Est. £20-25. 

 
£18 

 

  
 

83. Irish silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, Dublin 1826 by ‘JS’. L-14.1cm; W-16g. ~ marks good, 
signs of removed initials, bowl reshaped. Est. £7-10. 

 
£7 

 

.48. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

84. Irish silver Fiddle with rattail pattern dessert spoon, Dublin 1827 by ‘EP’. L-17.5cm; W-32g. 
~ in very good condition, nice marks. Est. £20-30. 

 
£14 

 

   
 

85. Cork silver Celtic-point bright-cut pattern teaspoon with embossed pattern bowl ?, circa 1805 
by ‘IN’ over ‘NN’. L-13.6cm; W-15g. ~ wear to marks but readable. Est. £45-55. 

 
£45 

 

   
 

86. George I silver Hanoverian rattail pattern teaspoon, London c.1720. L-11.2cm; W-13g. ~ 
makers mark partially visible struck twice, wear to bowl tip, small sent to bowl. Est. £25-35. 

 
£25 

 

   
 

87. George I silver Hanoverian rattail pattern teaspoon, London c.1720. L-11.2cm; W-10g. ~ 
wear to bowl, marks partially visible, condition good. Est. £25-35. 

 
£25 

 

   
 

88. George I silver Hanoverian rattail pattern teaspoon, London c.1720. L-11.2cm; W-16g. ~ 
wear to bowl, overall good condition, marks unreadable. Est. £25-35. 

 
£25 

 

   
 

89. George III silver double fluted caddy spoon, Sheffield 1797 with double duty mark. L-8.3cm; 
W-7g. ~ possibly by Thomas Shaw, repair to handle. Est. £300-325. 

 
£300 

 

   
 

90. Small Victorian silver sugar nips, Chester 1895 by Nathan & Hayes. L-9.8cm; W-18g. ~ there 
have been repairs. Est. £40-45. 

 
£40 

 

   
 

91. George III silver Hanoverian shell & scroll back pattern teaspoon, London c.1750 by James 
Wilks. L-11.1cm; W-10g. ~ very crisp shell & scroll, good marks & condition. Est. £40-50. 

 
£30 

 
.49. 



    
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

92. George III silver Hanoverian scroll-back pattern teaspoon, London c.1760 by ‘WW’. L-
11.8cm; W-11g. ~ good scroll, marks and condition. Est. £35-45. 

 
£30 

 

    
 

93. George I Britannia silver tot cup, London 1714 by James Goodwin. H-4.4cm; W-22g. ~ a 
sweet little cup, signs of initialling on the side. Est. £300-350. 

 
£300 

 

     
 

94. Victorian silver lapel flower/posy holder with original glass tube, Birmingham 1882 by ‘HH’. 
H-5.5cm; W-8g. ~ in good condition. Est. £200-225. 

 
£175 

 

    
 

95. Pair of Victorian silver braces adjusters, London 1889 by ‘EHS’. H-3cm; W-21g. ~ in good 
condition and clear marks. Est. £175-200. 

 
£175 

 

   
 

96. Set of 6 silver Old English teaspoons by Roberts & Belk each with a different assay office, 
1935, cased. L-12.2cm; W-98g. ~ all in good condition, excellent marks. Est. £70-90. 

 
£70 

 

   
 

97. George III silver Old English pattern tablespoon, London 1772 by John Lampfert. L-21cm; 
W-60g. ~ good gauge, marks and condition. Est. £40-50. 

 
£35 

 

   
 

98. George III silver Old English pattern tablespoon, London 1784 by George Smith III. L-
21.7cm; W-63g. ~ small dents to bowl, otherwise good condition, gauge and marks. Est.£30-40 

 
£30 

 

   
 

99. Pair of George III silver Old English Thread with shoulders single struck pattern teaspoons, 
London 1812 by Eley, Fearn & Chawner. L-14cm; W-45g. ~ good marks & cond. Est. £25-35. 

 
£25 

 

.50. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

100. George III silver Old English Thread with shoulders single struck pattern teaspoon, London 
1812 by Eley, Fearn & Chawner. L-14cm; W-22g. ~ good marks & condition. Est. £15-20. 

 
£12 

 

    
 

101. Set of 6 Victorian parcel-gilt single struck Vine pattern teaspoons, London 1869 by Henry 
Holland. L-13.8cm; W-150g. ~ they are fully gilded except for the vine leaves and are in 
exceptionally good condition, a lovely set. Est. £120-140. 

 
 

£95 
 

   
 

102. Pair of George III silver Fiddle Thread & Drop without shoulders teaspoons, London 1795 
by G. Smith & W. Fearn. L-13.3cm; W-41g. ~ pattern  not in Pickford, crested with a ‘L’ below 
a coronet of Francis-Godolphin Osborne 1751-99 (5th Duke of Leeds), good cond. Est. £35-45. 

 
 

£35 
 

   
 

103. Exeter, Victorian silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, 1846 by ‘RW,JW,JW’. L-13.7cm; W-18g. ~ 
good marks and condition. Est. £10-15. 

 
£8 

 

   
 

104. Newcastle, George III silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, 1808 by ‘T.W’. L-13.5cm; W-16g. ~ 
good marks and condition. Est. £10-15. 

 
£8 

 

   
 

105. Newcastle, George III silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, 1805 by ‘CR’ over ‘DR’. L-13.6cm; W-
14g. ~ bowl reshaped, otherwise good condition. Est. £10-15. 

 
£8 

 

   
 

106. George III silver Old English pattern tablespoon, London 1801 by Peter, Anne & William 
Bateman. L-21.8cm; W-60g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £20-25. 

 
£15 

 

  
 

107. Exeter, Victorian silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, 1851 by ‘WRS’. L-13.6cm; W-19g. ~ wear to 
bowl tip, otherwise good marks and condition. Est. £10-15. 

 
£8 

 
.51. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

108. George III silver Fiddle pattern teaspoon, London 1818 by ‘SB’ over ‘IB’. L-13.6cm; W-17g. 
~ dent to fiddle, otherwise in good condition. Est. £10-15. 

 
£8 

 

  
 

109. 6 assorted George III silver Hanoverian shell-back teaspoons, London c.1770. Ave.L-12cm; 
W-71g. ~ all reasonable shells and condition, good value for price. Est. £50-60. 

 
£40 

 

  
 

110. 4 assorted George III silver Hanoverian scroll-back teaspoons, London C.1770. Ave.l-
11.5cm; W-40g. ~ all reasonable scrolls and condition, good value for price. Est. £20-25. 

 
£15 

 

   
 

111. George III silver and mother of pearl bright-cut caddy/sugar spoon, Birm. 1797 (double duty 
– no date letter and two lion passants) by Joseph Taylor. L-12cm; W-11g. ~ described in an 
article Feb/Mar’03 page 11, chips to m.o.p., repair to handle, split to bowl, interesting marks. 

 
 

£75 
 

    
 

112. Newcastle, George III silver bright-cut sugar tongs, circa 1800 by Langlands & Robertson. L-
14.2cm; W-30g. ~ good bright cutting, over bent on arch. Est. £40-50. 

 
£40 

 

    
 

113. George III silver bright-cut sugar tongs, London c.1785 (incuse duty) by Hester Bateman. L-
13.2cm; W-36g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £80-90. 

 
£75 

 

    
 

114. York, George III silver sugar tongs, circa 1815 by Cattle & Barber. L-14.5cm; W-38g. ~ in 
good condition, makers worn but readable. Est. £35-45. 

 
£35 

 

    
 

115. George III silver bright-cut sugar tongs, London c.1780 by Susanna Barker. L-12.5cm; W-
28g. ~ excellent bright cutting, lovely tongs. Est. £40-50. 

 
£35 

 

.52. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

116. Birmingham, Pair of George III silver Old English feather-edge pattern teaspoons, 1776 by 
Edward sawyer. L-12cm; W-25g. ~ excellent spoons and marks. Est. £70-80. 

 
£70 

 

    
 

117. Pair George III silver sugar nips, London c.1760 by poss. ‘I.G’. L-11.5cm; W-23g. ~ some 
repairs, hence sensible reserve. Est. £30-35. 

 
£28 

 

 
 

118. George II silver game skewer, circa 1750, un-marked. L-18.5cm; W-11g. ~ the skewer has a 
good feel to it and colour, condition good. Est. £35-45. 

 
£30 

 

    
 

119. Silver Arts & Craft spoon with hammered bowl with triple rattail, circa 1900, by ‘JAL’. L-
13.6cm; W-31g. ~ very good quality spoon, thick gauge, needs a clean. Est. £60-80. 

 
£55 

 

   
 

120. Silver Arts & Craft spoon with hammered bowl with triple rattail, circa 1900, by ‘JAL’. L-
13.6cm; W-29g. ~ very good quality spoon, thick gauge, needs a clean. Est. £60-80. 

 
£55 

 

    
 

121. Set o 6, George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern b, Exeter c. 1790 by Richard Ferris. 
L-12.7cm; W-66g. ~ in good condition, a nice set. Est. £80-100. 

 
£80 

 

 
 

122. George I Britannia silver Wavy-end/Dognose rattail tablespoon, Lon. 1714 by Isaac Dalton. 
L-19.4cm; W-35g. ~ superb marks, wear to bowl tip otherwise good condition. Est. £260-280. 

 
£240 

 
 

.53. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

123. George III silver Old English feather-edge cartouche pattern teaspoon, London c.1770 by 
Thomas Evans & George Smith III. L-12.6cm; W-14g. ~ in excellent condition. Est. £25-35. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

124. Pair of small George IV silver Hanoverian pattern teaspoons, London 1823 by Eley & Fearn. 
L-10cm; W-18g. ~ couple of small dents to one bowl, otherwise in good condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

125. George II silver Hanoverian shell-back teaspoon, London c.1735 by ‘I.G’ (un-ascribed). L-
11.2cm; W-11g. ~ minor dent to bowl, good condition and marks. Est. £25-35. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

126. George II silver Hanoverian pattern salt shovel, circa1750. L-8.5cm; W-6g. ~ mark rubbed, 
otherwise condition good. Est. £25-35. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

127. George II silver acanthus leaf-back mote spoon, London c.1737 by Ann Hill. L-12.7cm; W-
9g. ~ in good condition. Est. £120-140. 

 
£120 

 

   
 

128. George I silver rattail mote spoon, London c.1725 by Charles Jackson. L-12.2cm; W-8g. ~ 
repair to stem otherwise in good condition. Est. £120-140. 

 
£120 

 

   
 

129. George III silver Old English shell-back pattern teaspoon, circa 1760. L-11.6cm; W-10g. ~ 
makers mark rubbed, very good shell and condition. Est. £25-35. 

 
£22 

 

    
 

130. Pair of French silver handled & steel grape scissors, circa 1920. L-15.8cm. ~ in good 
condition. Est. £50-70. 

 
£50 

 

.54. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

131. Pair of Victorian silver Kings Honeysuckle with a private-die of a nine point duke’s 
coronet, London 1840 by Mary Chawner & George Adams. L-17.5cm; W-65g. ~ rare makers 
mark and pattern, in good condition. Est. £70-80. 

 
 

£65 
 

   
 

132. Pair of George III silver Coffin-End pattern tablespoons, London 1806 by Thomas Wallis. L-
12.5cm; W-135g. ~ exceptionally good condition, marks and spoons. Est. £140-160.  

 
£140 

 

     
 

133. Pair of silver-plated gadrooned entrée dishes with detachable handles, circa 1900. W-27.5cm. ~ 
in very good condition., (* Postage £20.00).  Est. £145-165. 

 
£140 

 

   
 

134. George I Britannia silver Hanoverian rattail pattern tablespoon, London 1715 by ‘S?’. L-
20cm; W-50g. ~ makers mark worn, bowl reshaped, good date letter. Est. £65-75. 

 
£65 

 

  
 

135. Scottish silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, Glasgow c.1757 by Milne & Campbell. L-
22.1cm; W-60g. ~ few knocks to bowl, very good marks. Est. £90-110. 

 
£90 

 

   
 

136. 17th century silver-gilt small 3-pronged fork, circa 1690 by ‘PI’ below ‘fleur de lys’ below 
‘crown’, with contemporary monogram. L-12.7cm; W-14g. ~ possibly a sweetmeat fork, good 
readable mark, the fork is quite wonky but considering age & rarity a charming piece. 140-160. 

 
 

£130 
 

   
 

137. Early 18th century silver rattail mote spoon, makers mark ‘H’ below ‘?’, initialled ‘E*R’. L-
14.3cm; W-6g. ~ spike wonky, good colour, a good spoon. Est. £200-225. 

 
£190 

 

   
 

138. Irish silver Hanoverian rattail pattern tablespoon, Dublin 1731. L-19.8cm; W-47g. ~ wear to 
tip of bowl, marks worn. Est. £160-180. 

 
£160 

 

.55. 



 

 
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

139. George I Britannia silver marrow scoop, London 1715 by Thomas Spackman. L-22cm; W-
60g. ~ very good gauge, date letter hard to read, condition good. Est. £180-220. 

 
£175 

 

 

 
 

140. George III silver Feather-edge marrow scoop, London c.1770 by Thomas & William 
Chawner. L-21.8cm; W-48g. ~ engraved ‘M.A. Rose’, in very good condition. Est. £170-190. 

 
£160 

 

   
 

141. Scottish silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, Edinburgh 1774 by William Davie. L-21cm; 
W-67g. ~ good colour and marks, one dent to bowl. Est. £6070. 

 
£60 

 

   
 

142. George II silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, London 1736 by Richard Scarlet. L-20g; W-
58g. ~ good marks and condition, very minor wear to owl tip. Est. £55-65. 

 
£45 

 

   
 

143. George I silver Hanoverian rattail pattern tablespoon, London 1723 by Richard Scarlet. L-
20.5cm; W-72g. ~ good gauge, marks and condition. Est. £60-80. 

 
£45 

 

   
 

144. George II silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, London 1733 by Caleb Hill. L-20cm; W-69g. 
~ very good gauge, marks and condition. Est. 70-90. 

 
£45 

 

  
 

145. George II silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, London 1741 by John Gorham. L-20.3cm; 
W-75g. ~ very good gauge, marks and condition. Est. £60-80. 

 
£45 

 

   
 

146. George II silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, London 1733 by Phillip Roker II. L-20.1cm; 
W-71g. ~ very good gauge, marks and condition. Est. £60-80. 

 
£45 

 

.56. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

147. George III silver Old English bright-cut pattern tablespoon, London 1780 by John Lambe. L-
21.2cm; W-65g. ~  good gauge, marks and condition. Est. £55-65. 

 
£40 

 

   
 

148. Newcastle, George III silver Old English pattern tablespoon, 1785 (incuse duty) by J. 
Langlands & J. Robertson I. L-20.3cm; W-66g. ~ good gauge, marks and condition. Est.£55-65 

 
£45 

 

  
 

149. Newcastle, George III silver Old English with shoulders pattern tablespoon, 1770 by John 
Kirkup. L-21.2cm; W-53g. ~ good gauge, marks and condition. Est. £60-70. 

 
£50 

 

   
 

150. George II silver Hanoverian shell & scroll-back pattern teaspoon, London c.1750 by James 
Tookey. L-12.2cm; W-12g. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £20-30. 

 
£18 

 

   
 

151. Scottish silver double struck Queens pattern toddy ladle, Glasgow 1836 by John Muir Jr. L-
17.5cm; W-56g. ~ good gauge, marks and condition. Est. £60-70. 

 
£58 

 

   
 

152. Silver baby feeding spoon, Birmingham 1929 by The Adie Brothers. L-10.3cm; W-33g. ~ in 
good condition. Est. £30-35. 

 
£30 

 

   
 

153. Inverness, silver Old English pattern teaspoon, circa 1820 by Alexander Stewart, L-13.4cm; 
W-14g. ~ makers mark good, bowl reshaped a bit. Est. £30-40. 

 
£30 

 

   
 

154. Scottish silver ‘St. Andrews’ teaspoon, Glasgow 1953 by Robert Allison (Glasgow School of 
Art). L-11.6cm; W-17g. ~ in good condition. Est. £20-25. 

 
£20 

 
.57. 



   
Lot              Description                  Reserve 

155. Scottish silver and enamel ‘Inverness’ teaspoon, Edinburgh 1961 by Robert Allison. L-
12.1cm; W-18g. ~ in good condition. Est. £20-25. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

156. Scottish silver Fiddle pattern sugar spoon, Glasgow 1847 by George Edwards and Sons. L-
14.8cm; W-26g. ~ marks good, dent to lip of bowl. Est. £50-60. 

 
£50 

 

   
 

157. Perth, silver Old English pattern teaspoon, circa 1790 by James Cornfute. L-13.7cm; W-14g. 
~ very clear mark and very good condition. Est. £25-35. 

 
£20 

 

   
 

158. Aberdeen silver Celtic-point pattern tablespoon, circa 1815 by Nathaniel Gillatt. L-22cm; W-
58g. ~ very good marks and condition, needs a clean. Est. £100-120. 

 
£100 

 

  
 

159. Scottish silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, Edinburgh 1741 by Charles Blair, Assay 
master ‘GED’. L-20.9cm; W-68g. ~ good gauge, marks with ware but readable. Est. £60-80. 

 
£60 

 

  
 

160. Scottish silver Hanoverian pattern tablespoon, Edinburgh 1757 by John Clark, assay master 
‘HG’. L-20.7cm; W-65g. ~ good gauge & condition, some wear to marks. Est. £60-80. 

 
£60 

 

   
 

161. Scottish silver Fiddle pattern toddy ladle, Glasgow 1823 by Scott. L-17cm; W-41g. ~ in good 
condition, needs a clean. Est. £110-120. 

 
£110 

 

   
 

162. Unusual Scottish silver-plated Fiddle pattern dessert spoon, circa 1860 by George Jamieson 
of Aberdeen. L-18cm. ~ good marks and condition. Est. £40-45. 

 
£40 

 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
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POSTAL AUCTION INFORMATION 

 
 
Your written, email or faxed bids should be with us, please, by no later than 12.00pm, on the day of 
the sale. Please note that purchase prices are subject to a 10% buyers premium (plus VAT on the 
commission) and £5.00 for postage & packing per consignment. 
 
Members are welcome to come to view the lots on offer at 26 Burlington Arcade, London. 
 
Bidding 
The Lot is offered to the top bidder on approval, at a figure that is 50% the difference between that 
bid and the under bid or, where only one bid is received, at 50% the difference between that figure 
and the reserve. Should two or more members submit an identical top bid the Lot is offered to the 
member whose bid was received first, and at that price.  The Lot will be sent to you for approval 
where you can decide to either purchase or return the Lot. 
 
When submitting your bid(s) please make sure you clearly state the Lot number, a brief description, 
your bid (excluding premium), name & address and a telephone or fax number. 
 
If you are successful we will telephone you on the day of the sale from 6pm to confirm your 
purchase(s) and at what price. Also to confirm that someone will be at home the following 
Thursday morning, to receive the lot(s), sent by guaranteed delivery. 
 
We request payment within 48 hours of your receiving the lot(s), or their immediate return (together 
with a refund of the postal and packaging charges (£5.00) incurred in the failed transaction) should 
you decide not to take up your option to purchase.  
 
Overseas Based Bidders  
• If successful, we will notify you by fax or email. 
• Please note that Lots are not dispatched until payment in Sterling has been received, also that 

postage/ packing is charged at £10.00 per package regardless of weight or destination.  
• Although every assistance will be provided to trace missing packages, please note that our 

responsibility ends once a package leaves the United Kingdom.  
 
Vendors 
All members are invited to enter Lot(s) for the Silver Spoon Club Postal Auction. 
• Commissioned is charged at 10% (plus VAT on the commission) of the sale price. 
• Vendors are paid immediately we have received payment; please note that there may be a delay 

in settlement where lots have been purchased by overseas members, or where a lot has been 
rejected by a U.K. member thus necessitating a further offer to an under bidder.  

• Items for which no bids have been received will be posted back to you, within a week of the sale 
and charged £5.00 for postage & packaging. 

 
General Information 
• The Auction results will be printed in the next Finial. 
• All measurements are approximate. 
• The Silver spoon Club holds no responsibility for descriptions and that all purchasers satisfy 

themselves on their lot(s) prior to payment. 
• Members participating in the auction are deemed to have accepted that we are not to be held 

personally responsible for any losses incurred by members, for whatsoever reason. 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

.59. 



 
The next Club Postal Auction will take place  

on Friday 27th August 2004 
 
Members are invited to submit their Lot(s) for the next postal auction by posting or 
delivering by hand up until the 1st July. Please provide clearly a full and comprehensive 
description, if possible, of your various lots, remembering to note all relevant facts such as 
makers, dates and interesting features etc and reserve. Also please clearly state your name, 
address and telephone number. Never intentionally submit repaired, damaged, burnished or 
mediocre items as such will not sell. 
 
Vendors 
• Commissioned is charged at 10% (plus VAT on the commission) of the sale price. 
• Vendors are paid immediately we have received payment; please note that there may be a delay 

in settlement where lots have been purchased by overseas members, or where a lot has been 
rejected by a U.K. member thus necessitating a further offer to an under bidder.  

• Items for which no bids have been received will be posted back to you, within a week of the sale 
and charged £5.00 for postage & packing. 

 
-o-o-o-o-o-o- 

 

First Tuesday 
On the first Tuesday of every month, members and friends are welcome to join us for 
tea & coffee upstairs at 26 Burlington Arcade anytime between 2.00pm and 5.30pm. 
Come and meet other members and discuss the latest topics in the Finial!!! and any 
new ones you may have 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Contributions 
 

Just a reminder that The Finial is what you make it. 
If you are thinking of writing an article, can answer a query, need help identifying a 

hallmark or have a question or comment, send it in NOW! 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Back Copies of The Finial 
If anyone would like to see a list of back copies available 

Please contact us and we will send it to you. (Back copies £6.00 each) 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

Yearly subscription to The Finial 
UK - £35.00 

Europe (including Eire) - £39.00; N. America - £43.00; Australia - £45.00 
 

-o-o-o-o-o-o- 
 

The Finial is the illustrated journal of “The Silver Spoon Club of Great Britain” 
Published by ‘Daniel Bexfield Antiques’ 

26 Burlington Arcade, Mayfair, London, W1J OPU. 
Tel: 020 7491 1720    Fax: 020 7491 1730    Email:silverspoonclub@bexfield.co.uk 

All views expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of The Finial. 
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